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RECONVERSION

Present estimates concerning the rate of re·conversion
of industry to civilian production are based upon the
assumption that the war with Japan will continue at least
one year more. Unless the outlook for the termination
of the Japanese war within a year soon becomes brighter
than it is at present, the decline in war production from
present levels is likely to be moderate-probably 10%
to 15%-during the next three months. This situation
points to slow over-all reconversion during the current
year although there doubtless will be considerable varia
tion among industries and within the various geographic
areas of the country. Limiting factors will include avail
ability of the types of materials and the kinds of labor
needed.
To clear the way for expanded operations, the War
Production Board has granted non·war producers per
mission to place minimum orders for steel, copper and
aluminum-the three metals under the Controlled Ma
terials Plan-for delivery after July 1. This opening
up of the Plan will give business unrestricted access to
any amounts of those metals not taken up by priority
orders for war and war-supporting activities. Among
civilian items, additional production of which will be
permitted immediately, are such capital goods as oil
drilling equipment, locomotives, freight cars, trucks, and
farm machinery. Consumer durable goods items like
refrigerators, washing machines and sewing machines
will be started at once in moderate quantities; and there
will also be limited production of many minor electrical
appliances. A few new automobiles are expected to
reach the retailers toward the end of the year, but it will
be a year or more before they begin to appear in volume.
High on the list for early conversion are industries
producing building supplies. Production controls al
ready have been lifted from furnaces, boilers, radiators,
thermostats, water meters, concrete-reinforcement steel,
steel pipe, metal windows and metal plastering acces·
sories. These plants will be eligible to buy available
materials and to hire available labor to resume produc·
tion.
Building construction will he stimulated by the grow
ing availability of building supplies hut the limiting

factor will be lumber, the supply of which is not ex·
pected to reach 1940 proportions until the last half of
1946.
Shortages for civilians may be expected to continue,
as long as the Japanese war lasts, in such consumer
products as food, clothing, leather shoes, paper, cig·
arettes and gasoline.
Over-all production is expected to show a gradual
decline during continuation of the war with Japan since
the decline in war production is not expected to he fully
compensated by the increase in civilian production. After
the fall of Japan a sharp temporary drop is expected,
pending full reconversion of the heavy industries pro
ducing durable consumer goods. Present indications are
that full reconversion will not occur prior to the second
half of 1946.
TEXAS INDUSTRY AND TRADE

Reconversion in Texas, while following the general
pattern of the Nation at large, is not expected to be
accompanied by the temporary sharp drop in industrial
activity which is looked for in the Great Lakes and
Pittsburgh areas where conversion to war production was
a very complex procedure and where reconversion will
again be complicated and time-consuming. In Texas the
major industries are such that conversion from civilian
to war production was relatively easy and, consequently,
reconversion is not expected to present the serious prob
lems it necessarily will mean elsewhere. Civilian pro·
duction from now on is more likely to he hampered in
Texas because of lack of sufficient materials and adequate
labor than by technical problems of plant reconversion.
The motor industry, for example, went through a radical
transformation in converting from peace to war produc
tion and reconversion in this industry is expected to
present difficult problems and the process will require
many months for completion. In contrast, Texas in
dustry, with its food processing, oil refining, and chem
ical industries, will experience relatively few major
c~anges in the transition from war to civilian produc
tion.
CURRENT BUSINESS ACTIVITY IN TEXAS

Retail dollar sales in Texas during April dropped
sharply from the high level attained in March hut were
slightly above those of April, 1944; while 'aggregate
sales for the year to date maintained a substantial gain
over the corresponding four months last year. The year
to year gain-April 1945 from April 1944-was 1.9% ·
the decline in April from March was 18.3%; and
gain for the first four months of 1945 from the cor·
responding period last year was 11.6%.
Relat~ve sales at retail during March and April are
always mfluenced by the Easter date. This year Easter
fell 01! April 1 an~ as a result Easter purchases were
made m March; while a year ago Easter came somewhat
later and Easter sales were divided between March and
April. The prevalence of a strong undertow in retail

th;
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trade during April is evidenced by the fact that although
April 1944 enjoyed a portion of the Easter trade, sales
were below those of April in the current year. Indica·
tions are, therefore, that if merchandise can be secured
to meet the demand, sales will continue at a high level.
Year to year gains were also registered in postal re·
ceipts, which rose 4%; building permits, which were
up 32 %; and over-all electric power consumption, which
gained 13.5 % .
Industrial power consumption made the sharp gain
of 21.8 %, while commercial and residential power con·
sumption rose 16.8% and 15.7%, respectively, over the
corresponding month in 1944.
TEXAS FARM CASH INCOME

Cash income from agriculture in Texas during April
totalled $69,374,000 compared with $68,547,000 during
April 1944, an increase of 1.2%; while aggregate cash
income during the first four months of the year was
$290,211,000 compared with $244,936,000 during the
corresponding period in 1944 or a gain of more than
18%.
Three factors which contributed mainly to the margin
of gain in farm cash income during the year to date in
comparison with the corresponding period last year were:
(a) larger cotton ginnings during January than usual
because of slowness in harvesting which was the result
of shortage of labor (b) larger marketings of cattle,
calves and sheep, the cash income from which was only
partially offset by the smaller marketings of hogs (c)
increase in the level of farm prices. The first of these
three factors was effective only during the early part of
the year since cotton ginning is virtually completed by
February; the second factor, increase over last year in
marketings of cattle and calves, is not likely to be as
effective during the remainder of the year as it was dur·
ing the year to date in causing a margin of increase over
1944 farm cash income; so that only the third factor
remains as a possible basis for maintaining a margin of
gain over last year's farm cash income.
The following table gives the State and district in·
dexes of farm cash income based upon the average
monthly farm cash income from 1928 to 1932, adjusted
for seasonal variation. The cumulative total gives esti·
mates of the actual State and district farm cash income
for the year to date in comparison with the correspond·
ing period in 1944.

INDEXES OF AGRICULTURAL CASH INCOME IN TEXAS
(Average Month 1928-32=100)

District

April, 1945 March , 1945 April, 1944

1-N -------
1-S ----
2 --------3 ---------
4 ----------
5 - ----------
' 6 -----------
7 ----------
8 ---
9 ----------
10 -------------
10-A ----
STATE ______

305.1
380.6
217.3
171.l
228.7
194.2
304.1
212.4
291.4
195.4
167.8
770.5
278.2

Cumulative Cash Income in
Thousands of Dollars
1anuary-April In clusive
1945
1944

343.1
697.2
212.2
245.2
293.4
187.5
353.1
258.6
274.5
179.1
454.6
703.7

193.5
326.5
158.6
195.2
351.6
216.6
261.6
187.4
386.3
187.3
236.4
620.4

33,691
29,330
30,938
11,628
35,367
11,250
14,441
14,332
21,333
23,032
14,683
50,186

18,245
25,049
17,%9
9,114
31,829
9,998
12,032
11,249
20,970
23,452
12,639
52,390

340.0

274.9

290,211

244,936

NoTE: Farm cash income as compu ted by the Bureau un derstates actual farm
cash income by from six to t en per cent. This situation results from the fact
that mea ns of sec uring complete local marketings, especially by truck, have
not yet been fully d eve l oped. In ad dition, means have not yet been developed
for computini;: cash income from all agricultural specialties of local importaace
in scattered areas throu ghout the S tate. This situation, however, does not
impair th e accuracy of the indexes to any appreciable extent.

"\VHEAT PROSPECTS

Prospects for 1945 wheat production in the winter
wheat region as of May 1 were not quite as bright as
they were a month earlier, but latest estimates indicate
a crop well in excess of the excellent output of a year
ago. The favorable comparison with 1944 production
is the result of a larger acreage rather than an increase
in acre yield.
Most of the deterioration which occurred between
April 1 and May 1 in winter wheat crop condition is
attributable to that portion of the winter wheat belt
which lies within Texas. The April 1 forecast for Texas
wheat was 75,420,000 bushels, whereas the May forecast
was for 56,562,000. These figures compare with actual
production of 74,746,000 in 1944.
Deficient moisture conditions over much of the Texas
Panhandle area during April and freezing temperatures
in the counties of the southern part of that wheat-growing
district where the crop was most advanced contributed
mainly to the decline. Excessive rainfall in the north
central wheat districts of Texas also contributed to the
deterioration.

F. A.

BUECHEL.
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Outlook for Texas Cotton 1945-46
At this time of the year prospects for the oncoming
cotton crop and cotton price are important factors de
termining business plans for the fall and winter in
Texas. A few valuable facts are now available for this
type of seasonal business planning in Texas in so far as
it is influenced by cotton.
The AAA goal for cotton in Texas is 7,200,000 acres.
The cotton acreage goal for Texas in 1944 was 7,885,735.
The estimated acreage planted to cotton in Texas in 1944
was 7,354,000, of which 7,185,000 acres were harvested.
Production was 2,646,000, 500-lb. gross weight bales, with
an average yield of 177 pounds of lint per acre, which is
approximately the average yield per acre for the past five
years. For the last several years the allotted acreage of
the AAA for Texas has exceeded planted acreage.
The outlook for the new crop varies widely from one
part of Texas to another. The controlling factors are
weather and labor. In the High Plains area, parts of the
Rolling Plains and the Rio Grande area where weather
has been mostly favorable, and where machines are being
substituted for labor in a big way, there are prospects
for increases in acreage. In other areas, especially in
East Texas, North Central Texas, and Central Texas,
excessive rains and shortages of labor combined, bid fair
to cut cotton acreage substantially below last year. There
are a few counties in these areas which may overcome
these handicaps by the use of prison labor.

The farm price of cotton has a floor under it in the
form of a guaranteed Government non-recourse loan of
92¥2 per cent of "parity." Parity price is computed each
month by the United States Department of Agriculture
by adjusting the average gross weight prices received by
growers throughout the Cotton Belt to the price during
the period August, 1909, to July, 1914, or 12.40 cents a
pound, by the percentage change, since that period in
costs incurred by farmers for goods and services pur
chased for living and production, and for interest and
taxes.
The prospective loan value on M 15/16 inch cotton at
921h per cent of parity is expected to be approximately
21.25 cents.
The present law guarantees the 921/:t per cent parity
loan value to continue for two years beginning the first
day of January following the date on which the Presi·
dent or Congress declaree hostilities in this war have
ceased. This is not a guaranteed price for cotton except
in terms of buying power.
The Bankhead-Eastland bill now pending in Congress
would continue the present Government program to buy
farmers' cotton at parity through the CCC.
The May, 1943, REVIEW carried a description of cotton
and cotton goods price oeilings.

A. B. Cox.

COTTON BALANCE SHEET FOR THE U. S. AS OF MAY 1, 1945
(In • Thousands of Running Bales ·Except as Noted)
Y ear

19~1936

1936-1937_
1937-1938_
1938--1939
1939-1940_ ___
1940-1941
1941-1942_
1942-194.3_
194S-1944_
1944-1945
The cotton year becina August 1.
•Fi&Urea arc in 500-pound hal ea.
!Not available.

tFigures to January 31, N.Y. Cotton Exchance.

Carryover
Allpet 1

7,138
5,397
4,498
11,533
13,033
10,5%
12,367
10,590
10,687
10,727

lmporta .t o Gov. E1t. H
May l•
of May 1

102
167
99
108
123
119

t
t

80
106:t:

10,417
12,130
18,242
11,621
11,477
12,287
10,489
12,437
11,121
11,806

Total

17,657
17,694
22,839
23,262
24,633
23,002
22,856
23,027
21,888
22,638

Cons. to
May l

E:xports to

May l

Tetal

Way l
Balauce

4,658
6,017
4,430
5,153
5,955
6,993
8,250
8,440
7,580
7,286

5,167
4,762
5,034
2,964
5,695

9,825
10,779
9,464
8,117
11,650
7,878
8,250
8,440
8,555
8,436

7,832
6,915
13,375
15,145
12,963
15,124
14,606
14,587
13,333
14,202

885

t
t

975
l,150:t:
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Industrial Potentialities of Texas
PART2
The emphasis in these articles on industrial potentiali
ties of Texas is placed upon basic industries-upon basic
industries already established in Texas as well as upon
basic industries that should be established in the State.
This article will deal briefly with inorganic chemical
industries in Texas and more particularly with indus
tries that consume chemicals in substantial amounts.
In its present stage of economic growth, Texas is a
State characterized primarily by developmental problems
and opportunities havinp; to do with basic industries, i.e.,
wealth-producing industries. It is in the light of this
fundamental condition that Texas' economic problems
can best he seen. Texas can indeed profit much through
the development of a broad vision based on substantial
knowledge which will he adequate to afford a sure grasp
of the potentialities the State possesses for expanding
and widening the bases of its economy.
Too much emphasis can hardly he placed upon the
need for and the value of careful, hroad-guaged research
dealing with the essential elements of the evolving ele
ments in the economic situation of the State in respect
to the larger problems the future will inevitably bring.
There must he also an understanding of world-wide
movements of an economic nature, such, for instance, as
the enveloping trend towardi! the development of in
dustries, together with the implications as well as of the
conditioning factors and forces inevitably hound up
with such trends. A knowledge of such movements is
the only means of obtaining a working perspective
sufficiently inclusive and s~stantial through which suit
able adjustments in most lines of economic endeavor can
he properly made.
In regard to research in its essential aspects, the fol
lowing quotation from a recent address by Dr. Irving
Langmuir of General Electric Research Laboratories is
not only appropriate--it is basic not only to an appre
ciation of the spirit of research hut also to the actualities
of carrying out research programs:
"There is a type of research, which I like to call fundamental
research, that aims to extend the fr011tiers of knowledge. The
rei.ults of such new knowledge cannot be foreseen; and through
fundamental research, problems are sometimes solved which were
not even known to exist.
"The fundam ental scientific knowledge which has been the basi11
of the technical developments that have so greatly increased our
standard of living and our power to survive in war have come from
the freedom of the scientist to explore unknown fields. Outside
support for re&earch, and particularly for fundamental research
aimed at acquiring new knowledge will have a stimulating effect
insofar as it makes fa~ilities _available to scientists and helpe t1>
attract young students 1?to this_ field; but great harm might come
from any attempt at regimentation based upon a belief that funda·
mental research can b" wholly directed from the top down.
"It is not reasonable to expect that the directors of laboratories,
or boards set up to direct scientific work, are supermen who can
fo;ese~ new knowledge before it exists. Only a small part of
sc1enlific progress has resulted from a planned search for &pecifi:c
objectives. A much more important part has b~n made possible

by the freedom of the scientist to follow his own curiosity in
search for truth."

Certainly no one will question the desirability of in
clusive post-war programs to meet the problems that will
descend upon us like the "locusts of Egypt." The point
of emphasis here, however, is that the situation will
demand much more, both qualitatively and quantitatively,
than conventional postwar programs include or envision.
In brief, the situation calls for courageous educational,
scientific, and industrial statesmanship of a high order.
Consider, for instance, Texas' problems of production
in relation to markets. Texas agriculture has always
consisted of producing the raw materials which have been
and still are largely processed and sold in distant markets.
Such was the basis of what has been called the stage of
colonial economy of Texas. With the rise of the oil
industry and refining operations in Texas, the conven
tionalized bulk products from petroleum came to he
marketed generally over much of the United States,
although large quantities of crude oil were shipped out
side the State to be refined elsewhere-a practice that
still continues to operate.
With the growth of an inorganic chemical industry in
Texas, although some of the products of this industry
were marketed in the State, a large share went to indus
tries elsewhere.
The same principle is applicable to magnesium. Mag·
nesium and magnesium alloys are produced at Freeport
but so far as known, there is no definite program to
fabricate magnesium into consumers' products in the
State.
The more recent developments in the war program,
excepting aviation gasoline and lubricants, are to a large
extent, illustrative of this same general pattern of mass
production activities in the manufacture of intermediates.
Although Texas has a large share of the plants and
production capacity in the synthetic rubber program, it
has, as yet, at least, only a very small share of the tire
manufacturing capacity of the country. Likewise in
plastics and chemicals intermediates Texas has the basic
materials in quantity and quality, together with adequate
fuel resources, all at costs attractive to industry, for the
production of a great variety of intermediates--or
ingredients for the manufacture of the finished substances.
But these intermediates to a large degree, are to be
shipped outside the State to be further processed else·
where. Illustrations of these features are afforded by the
projects of Celanese Corporation of America at Bishop,
Texas, and by duPont at Orange. In the latter case
only the ingredients of nylon are to be made at the
Texas plant; these ingredients are to be made into flake
and yarn at duPont's nylon plants at Seaford, Delaware,
and Martinsville, Virginia, where of course nylon pro·
duction will he increased.
In any thorough appraisal, however, of the entire sit·
uation, it becomes clear that tremendous progress in·
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dustrially has been made in Texas, and that this progress
is of a substantial sort. Industrial development in any
region has always proceeded by stages; only in an
absolutely totalitarian country could it be otherwise.
In comparison with the Northeast and Mid-west, even
to the Southeast, industry in Texas came late. The
remarkable thing about Texas industry is that so much
has been done and that it has come about so rapidly,
as compared with industrial advances in the older in·
dustrial areas elsewhere.
Defeatists would have us stop now; in fact, defeatists
would have said that industrial development in Texas
isn't possible anyway.
The point to be considered is, of course, that of the
larger aspects of the development of a more completely
integrated economy for the United States as a whole,
based upon the fuller development of the natural
resources which characterize the major constituent
natural regions of the nation.
The concept cannot be developed in this article but it
is a fact that of all the countries of the world, no other
country or nation is characterized by so large a number
of major natural regions as is the United States, each
of which is fundamentally different in its natural environ
ment as well as in the associated natural resources,
whether these natural resources are considered indivi·
dually or in various types of combinations. More than
any other single factor, it is this differentiation of a
single political unit into the several unlike natural
regions, each of which is individually characterized by
its own endowment of natural resources, that gives to the
United States the fundamentals of its economic (agri·
cultural and manufacturing) strength. Furthermore,
without proper consideration of these basic factors, it is
impossible to appreciate or interpret the larger factors
that have played a fundamental part in the economic
development of the United tates and of its political
history as well.
Certainly, the farther Texas industries can effectively
carry the stages in the manufacture of the raw material
toward the final product, including fabrication into con
sumers' goods, the more the State stands to benefit
economically from the utilization of its natural resources,
whether of petroleum or natural gas for multitudes of
products, or its bases for the manufacture of inorganic
chemicals, or magnesium, or its forest products, or its
agricultural raw materials.
Moreover, the time is ripe for the large operation of
two different factors which may well prove important,
indeed, in carrying farther these stages in manufacturing
Texas products: One is the development of industries
that consume chemical products and intermediates in
large quantities; the other, a corollary of the first, is the
manufacture of finished products in large volume for
outside markets, in which, of course, foreign markets
can well he highly important.
THE EXPANDING CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Dynamic aspects of the chemical industry afford con
crete examples of what is happening in one major phase

1

of modern industry. It may he expected for some time
to come that much will he said about conversion in
American industry-and that is, of course, a big prob·
lem. The chemical industry is less concerned about
conversion per se; it is much more concerned about
expansion, with the emphasis upon new developments,
the manufacture of new products, improvements and
diversification in old products, the employment of new
methods and procedures, all of which will allow its
advantageous utilization of a broader groundwork of
basic materials. And, since the chemical industry directly
and indirectly permeates practically all other industry
to an amazing degree--and, moreover, these ramifications
are progressively increasing in their effects upon the
industrial structure at large--the current expansion and
~rowth in the chemical industry has a much wider signi
ficance than might at first glance be accorded to it.
As examples of such developments, mention may be
made of three announcements that came too late to he
included in the article in the March issue of the REVIEW.
Defense Plant Corporation on March 28, 1945, authorized
the construction of a $6,600,000 toluene plant at Borger.
This plant, the construction of which is to begin im
mediately, will he operated by Phillips Petroleum Com
pany. About the same time, it was announced that
Defense Plant Corporation plans to start construction
immediately on a $20,000,000 toluene plant to he built
in Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana, and which will he op·
crated by Cities Service Oil Company.
Another announcement was that Oronite Chemical
Company (subsidiary of Standard Oil Company of Cali
fornia) will begin the production of phthalic anhydride
in June of this year at its new plant at Richmond,
California. The capacity of the plant is to he 7,000,000
tons annually, and it is being constructed with the
company's funds. The basic material to be used will be
ortho-xylene instead of napthalene, the latter being one
of the so-called coal-tar aromatics. This obviously af
fords an example of petroleum aromatics actively com
peting with one of the old and long-established coal-tar
chemicals. Phthalic anhydride, as noted in last month's
article is an ingredient used in manufacturing the alkyd
!ype o~ synt?etic resins. These resins are becoming
mcreasmgly important as a base for resin type of pro
tective coatings--paints, varnishes, and lacquers-and at
the same time they have a wide range of uses in the
expanding field of plastics. In addition, phthalic
anhydride is used as an insect repellent in jungle warfare
in the manufacture of smokeless powder and as ~
plasticizer in the manufacture of polyvinyl ;esins.
Perhaps it is appropriate at this place to note that
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company has just completed
a $2,000,000 research laboratory at Akron, Ohio. This
expenditure reflects the beginning of a new era in the
rubber in.dustry as a whole; specifically, it is designed
to co-ordmate ~nd accelerate . research in the improve
ment of synthetic rubber and its products, including the
newly developed procedures in electronic vulcanization
of ru~ber, metal and textiles research, together with
attention upon numerous developments for postwar years.
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THE COMING OF ALKALI AND CHLORINE PRODUCTION
TO TEXAS

The shift of alkali production into Texas and Louisiana
in the middle 1930's reflects the influence of various
factors: the general availability of natural gas as an
industrial fuel; the occurrence of adequate supplies of
the basic material, common salt; the growing markets
for industrial chemicals occasioned by the shift of
chemicals consuming industries into the South, such as
rayon and cellulose acetate, pulp and paper, aluminum,
and to a lesser extent soap making and glass manufactur
ing. In addition there was a continuing expansion in
petroleum refining throughout the Southwest as a whole,
and petroleum refining operations also consume chem·
icals in large amounts. In other words, the predominant
factors were the presence of basic materials, adequate
fuels, and an expanding market, together with ad
vantageous transportation facilities.
Shortly after the alkali plants began operation, the ris
ing demands for chlorine occasioned the addition of
electrolytic caustic soda-chlorine units to the plants at
Corpus Christi and at Baton Rouge. At the latter center,
commercial electrolytic production of metallic sodium,
together with chlorine, was also begun.
Both Champion Paper and Fibre Company on the
Houston Ship Channel and Dow at Freeport have devel
oped auxiliary chlorine-caustic soda plants in order to
supply the needs of their own plants.
Later on, Diamond Alkali Company established a
sodium silicate plant at Dallas and during the war period
a number of small hypochlorite plants to supply bleach
ing materials have grown up in the State. Sodium silicate
has a wide variety of uses-as a sizing agent in paper
manufacture, as an agent for de-inking paper, as a water
softener, and in the making of certain kinds of soap. Its
chief use, however, is as an adhesive, in mechanical
paperhox making, for corrugated hoard and solid fiber
board, as well as for wall and insulating hoard.

In summing up this phase of chemical developments
in Texas, it may he pointed out that the demands for the
heavy alkalies-soda ash and caustic soda-will, in gen
eral, parallel trends in general industrial activity.
Locally, however, the rise of alkali consuming industries
may he very important in stimulating further expansion
in these fields . Such an example would he afforded by a
greatly expanded rayon production which is expected to
take place in the postwar years.
Illustrative, also, of this factor, the kraft paper indus
try, which grew so rapidly in the Southeast during the
period between World War I and World War II, is a
heavy consumer of salt cake (sodium sulphate). For
years, most of the supply of this chemical was imported
from Europe, Germany particularly, where it was a by
product of the manufacture of hydrochloric acid. Later,
natural brines in the southern porti on of the Texas High
Plains were utilized to supply this product. Then came
the development of Mathieson Alkali Works of a syn
thetic salt cake (made from soda ash and sulphur-both
low-cost materials, and readily available along the Gulf

Coast). Production of synthetic salt cake wa.s begun at
Lake Charles, Louisiana, which now su.Pphes .a con·
siderahle portion of the requirements of this chemical for
the kraft pulp and paper industry.
.
In regard to chlorine, which is produc~d simul
taneously along with hydrogen in the ~lectrolytic :process
of making caustic soda, the outlook i~ a very different
one. The conventional uses of chlorme, largely as a
treating and processing chemical, are large. and they may
he expected to expand in consonance with growth of
industry at large; the newer ~nd numerous :ises of
chlorine, especially as a chem_1cal .raw ~atenal, ~p
parently will require this ch_emical m continuously m·
creasing quantities for some time to come.
THE SHIFT SOUTHWARD OF PULP AND PAPER
PRODUCTION

Kraft pulp and paper production from Southern woods
through the application of the sulphate process for
making pulp was begun in 1911 at Orange, Texas. Dur
ing the following decade, however, the growth of ~e
kraft industry in the South was slow. It was not until
after World War I that the industry expanded widely
and by the outbreak of World War II not only was the
kraft pulp and paper industry well established in the
South hut also fine white papers and newsprint were
being made as well. In addition, ~ayon or .dissolving
pulp was being made at Fernandma, Flo;nda, from
Southern pines, and by the use of the sulphite process.
The basic materials supporting this industry are the
rapidly growing Southern pines of the Gulf and Atlantic
timber belts, together with a variety of hardwoods also
available in large volume for pulping purposes.
Important, too, in the growth of this industry are fuel
supplies. Interior located pulp and paper plants in the
Southeast, east of the Mississippi River, use ~oal which
is locally available from the southern extens10n of the
great Appalachian coal fields. Plants along the lower
Atlantic Seaboard use fuel oil, while plants on the Gulf
Coast as well as interiorward west of the Mississippi
River use natural gas from Texas and Southwestern
fields, including the Jackson gas field in Mississippi.
Besides the basic raw materials available from the
Southern forests together with the fuels available locally
or which can he supplied from Texas and the Southwest,
there is still another factor concerned in this shift of the
pulp and paper and paper products industry into the
South: this is the simple fact that the older producing
regions, in which the industry has been long established,
were and are finding it more and more difficult to supply
those pulp and paper products for which the demand
has been growing enormously during the past three
decades. The older regions could increase their pro
duction-but at higher costs. It is hut natural, there·
fore, that the industry should develop plants in more
advantageous producing regions-of which the South
is an outstanding one. The proof of the pull of the
natural conditions of the South upon the pulp and paper
industry is the fact that approximately 60 per cent
of all the chemical pulp made in the United States is
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kraft pulp; and most of the kraft pulp made in the
United States is produced in the South.
In addition to the kraft industry, the production of
fine white paper, newsprint, as well as dissolving pulps
for rayon and Cellophane manufacture, the industry also
includes the production of paper board, wall board and
pressed wood. Pressed wood products-Masonite Prest·
wood-have been made exclusively at the Masonite plant
at Laurel, Mississippi. The basic patents of the Masonite
Corporation for making pressed wood expire in 1947.
Masonite Prestwood requires no chemicals in its produc
tion hut the company has begun the manufacture of
plastics from wood materials.
Among the leaders in the production of high-grade
printing papers from Southern woods is Champion Paper
and Fibre Company. The Pasadena plant of this com
pany on the Houston Ship Channel makes high-grade
white papers from bleached sulphate pulp derived from
Texas woods by a process developed by the Champion
company. The Pasadena pulp plant at present has a
capacity of 360 tons daily of bleached sulphate pulp and
the paper mill has a daily capacity of 140 tons of
machine coated paper. Champion plans to enlarge this
plant in order to utilize more of the low-cost Southern
woods and at the same time to secure the benefits that
more fully integrated operations will bring.
CHEMICALS USED IN THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY

The pulp and paper industry has long been a large
consumer of heavy chemicals; more recently, a new
trend is making itself evident-that of the use of syn·
thetic resins in the making of specialty paper products.
This latter feature manifests itself in the manufacture of
wood products in general, as witnessed, for instance, in
plywoods, laminated materials, special chemically
treated woods and the like; synthetic resins are also being
used in the making of certain kinds of specialty papers.
The methods of wood digestion as represented by the
three chemical processes of pulp manufacture--the soda,
the sulphite, and the sulphate processes-give some idea
of the chemicals employed in the pulping processes.
Both caustic soda (sodium hydroxide) and soda ash
(sodium carbonate) are used in large amounts. Caustic
soda, for example, is used in preparing the cooking
liquor in the sulphate or kraft pulp process; it consti
tutes the cooking liquor in the soda pulp process. It is
also used in the production of alpha pulp.
Soda ash is used in sulphate processing as well as in
the digestion of resinous woods for newsprint produc·
tion. With sulphur it is used in making synthetic salt
cake for the sulphate pulp process. Chemical & Metal·
lurgical Engineering has estimated that in 1944 the pulp
and paper industry consumed 160,000 short tons of soda
ash (out of a national total of 4, 701,000 short tons),
together with 100,000 short tons of caustic soda (out of
a total of 1,883,000 short tons.) .
Chlorine is, of course, the main bleaching agent for
all kinds of pulp and processed papers; it is used alone,
or in combination with lime or caustic soda. DuPont
has recently developed sodium peroxide as a bleaching
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agent for mechanical paper pulp, or ground wood, but
this substance will not be available in large amounts
for such purposes until after the war.
In 1940, Mathieson Alkali Works developed sodium
chlorite, usually called "chlorite" as a bleaching agent
for rayon, wood pulp, and other cellulose fibers; unlike
hypochlorite, chlorite does no damage to the fibers
themselves. Through its use, kraft paper pulp can he
bleached to "higher brightness," thus rendering the
Southern kraft industry independent of high-grade kraft
pulp from Scandinavia, which was imported in con
siderable amounts before the war.
Quoting from E. N. Poor, Paper Trade Journal, May
29, 1941: "The bleaching of wood pulp is a continua·
tion of the process of isolating and purifying cellulose
fibers, following initial treatment by the various wood
digestion procedures. Research has resulted in the pro
duction of high white pulps with maintenance of a large
proportion of the original fiber strength.
"An outstanding development in bleaching has been
the use of multistage processes for sulphate pulp, uti
lizing chlorine gas, hypochlorite, and chlorite. The suc·
cessful application of the last agent, sodium chlorite,
is the most recent contribution to the science, bleaching
without cellulose degradation.
"The chlorine compounds and peroxide decolorize by
oxidation-the two sulphur types of agents by reduction
of coloring matter."
It has been suggested that through the use of sodium
peroxide bleached ground wood may replace much of
the soda pulp used in certain higher quality magazine
papers, thereby broadening the markets for ground wood.
As has been noted, salt cake or sodium sulphate is the
main component employed in the kraft or sulphate
process for digesting wood.
Sulphur is a major chemical employed in the sulphite
process; sulphur with lime forms the cooking liquor,
calcium bisulphite, used in digesting the wood materials
used in this process. Sulphur, together with soda ash,
as noted previously, is used in the manufacture of syn·
thetic salt cake.
Calcium magnesium carbonate in the form of mag
nesium lime comprises the cooking liquor in the sulphite
process as noted above. Magnesium lime is also used in
both the soda and sulphate processes.
Lime is also used in combination with chlorine for
bleaching all types of pulp. Lime and soda ash comprise
the cooking liquor used in the making of pulp from
rags, which is now only a specialized phase of the paper
industry.
CHEMICALS USED IN SlZING OF

p APER

Quoting again from Poor's article: "Sizing is a treat·
ment employed to make paper water resistant. Paper
is sized in two ways, (a) internally, usually in the beater
and (h) surface--after the paper is formed.
"Rosin, the chief internal sizing agent, is generally
used in the form of a sodium soap in water solution.
There apparently is no general agreement as to the
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mechanism but evidence has led to the conclusion that
particles of water-resistant sizing material, precipitated
by the activating agent, are deposited on the fiber sur
faces, bound electrostatically by products resulting from
the agent.
"Surface sizing is accomplished by wetting the paper
web, by spray or immersion, with a solution of sizing
material. In this way a thin coating is obtained which
produces a surface uinformity and hardness."
Sizing agents other than rosin used in paper manu·
facture include sodium silicate, animal glue, starch, and
casein; one of the uses of alum (aluminum sulphate)
is as an activator for various sizing materials in the
industry. The paper industry is the largest single con·
sumer of aluminum sulphate-a fact which has led to the
building of plants in the Southeast to manufacture this
substance.
FILLERS USED IN PULPS

Besides chemicals used in cooking liquors for digest
ing wood, and the various types of sizing materials used
in paper production, a large number of materials are
used as fillers in pulp. Quoting once more from Poor's
article: "The filling or loading of paper with various
materials is done primarily to enlarge the scope of paper
application. Although it usually decreases the cost of
manufacture, filler is, in general, used to impart certain
desirable properties to paper, not otherwise obtainable.
"The use of filler to improve opacity has permitted the
printing of thin papers with a minimum of show through.
The smooth and even surface of bookpapers; their ability
to take fine half-tones, are secured by the use of large
amounts of filler. Super-calendared finishes become
more uniform and appealing when a filled paper is em
ployed.
"Filler is used in amounts up to 40 per cent of the
pulp furnish, depending upon the desired paper qualities
of opacity, color, softness, and printability."
The main constituent of paper coating is china clay, an
aluminum silicate; it imparts opacity, softness, and
printability. According to the Bureau of Mines, the
paper industry of the United States in 1943 consumed
59 per cent of the national output of china clay or kaolin,
for filling and coating purposes; also, it maybe noted
that refractories consumed 16 per cent and potteries, 9
per cent. In 1943, Georgia produced 79 per cent of the
national output of china clay; South Carolina ranked
second, furnishing 12 per cent of the total output.
Other fillers used in pulp making include titanium
oxide, diatomaeous silica, talc (a hydrous magnesium
silicate), barium sulphate, and calcium sulphate.

An apt and concise summary of these relationships
was made by Poor, in the article previously referred to,
as follows: "One of the largest contributing factors in
chemical consumption has been the phenomenal growth
of the pulp and paper industry. This is readily per·
ceived from the fact that, whereas paper originated in
this country 200 or more years after its inception in all
other major countries, we now consume more than 50
per cent of the world's production. Perhaps the most
important phase of this growth has been the rapid ex
pansion of sulphate pulp production, and with its ever
increasing versatility of product, its scope will continue
to broaden.
"The paper industry is unique in its diversification of
products from one basic raw material. These are con
tinually replacing other materials in new fields of busi
ness activity as a result of research to make a product
ideally adaptable to the desired application. This versa·
tility of paper application has been made possible only
through the use of many and varied kinds of chemicals."
REGIONAL SHIFTS IN THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY

Owing to the importance of the pulp and paper in·
dustry, especially to the South, and its recent expansion
in Texas, the geographic dispersion of this industry
deserves a somewhat extended consideration in this article.
Plans are already made for expanding this industry in
Texas-an industry which will contribute substantially
to the industrial potential of the State.
The modern pulp and paper industry which is de·
pendent upon the large-scale utilization of wood, was
however, made possible by the development of techniques,
both mechanical and chemical, adequate to pulp the
available types of wood.
Wood is a low-cost material; being compact and
r~adily han.dled, it lends itself easily to pulp produc·
~10n. And m the nature of the case, pulping operations
mvolve the supply of raw materials--cord wood-in bulk.
In a~dition to the_ raw material, wood, the pulp and
paper mdustry requires not only various chemicals in
considerable volume, together with large quantities of
water, hut also large amounts of fuel and electric power.
The large use of wood as a raw material in the pulp
and paper industry dates from the 1880's. More re·
cently! . wood pulp has co1:11e to he used in increasing
q?ant1t1es ~s a raw material in rayon production and
highly purified grades of wood pulp are being used in·
creasingly in the manufacture of cellulose acetate.
Since. World War I, the manufacture of pulp and its
convers1?n to paper has _been expanding at a rather
extraordmary rate. Also m the years following World
War I, world trade in chemical pulp grew substantially.

SUMMING UP

The pulp and paper industry consumes annually some
2,000,000 tons of pulping chemicals as well as around
1,330,000 tons of filler, sizing, and coating materials.
With the projected postwar expansion of the United
States pulp and paper production, the demands for all
these materials will be increased.

THE NORTHEASTERN REGION

The Northeastern region, comprising New England and
the _Middle Atlan_tic States, is th~ oldest pulp-producing
sect10n of the Umted States. Chief states now important
in this industry are Maine, New York, Pennsylvania, and
New Hampshire.
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The sulphite process, which is the predominant chem·
ical pulping process used in this region, was not intro·
duced into the United States until 1882, although ground
wood or mechanical pulp mills had been established in
the area as early as 1870. This early development of
the industry, which had become established in the 1890's,
took place in New England, where adequate supplies of
spruce wood were obtainable.
Improvements in the sulphite process made possible
a wide-spread revolution in the pulp and paper industry;
these developments in New England and in the Middle
Atlantic States represented an important phase in this
wider movement.
Initially, the sulphite process was readily adaptable to
the pulping of spruce. The industry early was concen·
trated in New England because spruce occurs there in
relative pure stands over wide areas; water power facili.
ties were available for mill development; and this region
was near the large market for pulp and paper in the
United States.
During the 1890's, the pulp and paper industry spread
into the Lake States. Three states, Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota have practically all the pulp production
of this region. The factors basic to the establishment
of the pulp and paper industry in the Lake States are
similar to those of the Northeastern region.
The Northeastern region together with the Lake States
furnished most of the wood pulp processed in the United
States until after World War I.
It is important to note, however, that depletion of the
spruce forests in these regions had resulted early in this
century in the importation of spruce pulp wood from
Canada.
The chief type of pulp manufactured in the North·
eastern region is sulphite, although substantial quantities
of sulphate and ground wood are also produced. Soda
pulp is manufactured only in minor quantities. In the
years prior to World War II, the total output of the
Lake States was more than half that of the Northeastern
region.
Furthermore, it may be pointed out that the soft-wood
forests of the Lake States and of the Northeastern region
represent tongues of the northern coniferous forests of
eastern Canada which extend across the border into the
United States. Similarities in the production and con·
sumption of pulp in these two regions include the fol·
lowing:
(1) As to forest growth, both regions are characterized
by spruce, fir, and hemlock. Jack pine also occurs in
the Lake States, and it is used mostly for sulphate pulp.
The chief species of wood used in the Lake Region is
spruce. (2) As regards the pulp and paper industry,
both of these are deficit regions. Although these regions
supply the bulk of the pulpwood used therein, both
import pulpwood of spruce and balsam fir from Canada,
although limitations were placed on the export of un·
manufactured wood from Crown lands in Canada as
early as 1900. At that, however, some 30 per cent of the
wood converted to pulp in the Northeastern region as a
whole is imported. The similar figure for the Lake and

Central region is 20 to 25 per cent. Both regions ordi·
narily import wood pulp in large quantities from foreign
countries and in lesser amounts from the Pacific Coast.
These regions import pulpwood and sulphite pulp for
making white paper; they also import large quantities of
newsprint paper, practically all from Canada.
The new~print mills in this region find it difficult to
compete with Canadian newsprint mills which mostly
are newer, larger, and in general more efficient. Owing
to the heavy rate of drain of pulpwood, the Lake States
and the Northeastern region as well, have been suffering
for some time from the depletion of wood supplies which
in recent years became an important factor in the large
unused capacity of the mills in these regions.
Not only are these deficit regions-but also their de·
pleted stands of spruce and balsm fir are unable to keep
pace with the growing demands for pulp and for paper.
This latter fact is one big factor in the development of
the pulp and paper industry in other regions of North
America.
THE SOUTHERN REGION

The extensive region, south of the Potomac and Ohio
rivers, and including East Texas, is outstanding as the
sulphate or kraft pulp producing section of the United
States. The Southeastern forest province comprises two
regions: the Atlantic timber belt and the Gulf timber
belt. In both of these regions, the Southern pines (com·
prising three main species) are dominant, although the
broad river lowlands characteristic of the Coastal Plain
possess in the aggregate large supplies of hardwoods.
In recent years, however, increasing amounts of white
or bleached pulp have been made in the South. Although
the sulphate process was discovered by Dahl in 1884, it
was not applied to the pulping of Southern pines until
1911. Its growth in the South, however, did not get well
under way until the 1920's. The region has one fully
integrated newsprint pulp and paper mills, that of
Southland Paper Mills, Inc., at Lufkin, Texas.
The South has large stands of timber, of both South·
ern pines and hardwoods; trees in the South are char·
acterized by an extraordinarily rapid growth.
Chief uses for the main product of this Southern in·
dustry, are in making wrapping paper, paper bags, and
paperboard. In these products, the South is predom·
inantly a surplus producing region. Some sulphite pulp
is also made in the South.
The mainstay of the Southern pulp and paper industry
at present, however, is sulphate pulp and paper; the
marked, almost spectacular expansion in the production
of these products began in the late 1920's. It is of
interest to note that the sulphate pulp and paper in·
dustry is very largely an American industry, in part
due to the large and rapidly expanding United States
market for kraft products, in part due to the outstanding
advantages the South possesses in supplying that de
mand. Furthermore, the capacity for making sulphate
pulp now exceeds the domestic capacity for sulphite pulp.
In this connection it should be kept in mind that the
demand for wrapping papers and paperboard made
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from sulphate pulp has increaeed at an even more rapid
rate than ha1 been the case for white papers.
Pulp transported into the Southern region is largely
rayon and chemical gradee of sulphite.
The Southern kraft pulp and paper industry is carried
on in integrated mills, many of which are of enormous
su:e.
The sulphate pulp process uses :ialt cake (sodium
sulphate) in the preparation of the cooking liquor; "the
liquor i11 a solution of sodium hydroxide (caustic soda)
and sodium sulphide." The sodium sulphate is changed
into sodium sulphide in the cooking liquor; the sodium
sulphide is substituted for a portion of the caustic soda
in the cooking liquor. Until rather recently, about two
thirds of the salt cake used in the sulphate process in the
Gulf States was imported from Europe; it is now all
supplied from domestic sources.
This proces11 is suitable for pulping resinous coniferous
woods; for this purpose, neither the sulphite nor the
soda process are adaptable in current practices.
The cooking is carried out to a degree in which the
fibers are readily separable although much of the non
cellulose material is left in the pulp. As summarized
in Report No. 126, United States Tariff Commission:
"The fibers are long and have unusual strength and
flexibility. By reason of the nature of the process the
pulp is brown in color, but more extensive cooking gives
a pulp easier to bleach. The yield of pulp is about 45
to 48 per cont of the weight of the wood.
"Unbleached sulphate pulp, commonly known as kraft
pulps, is used in making paper in which strength is the
prime con11ideration, and the brown color ie not objec
tionable. It is converted chiefly into wrapping paper,
bags, liners and container board, and towels. In general,
it is used alone, but for certain products, such as jute
liners or other kinda of board, it is mixed with repulped
paper or other fiber. Only a relatively small quantity
of sulphate pulp is bleached, since no economical method
of bleaching without sacrifice of strength and flexibility
ha11 yet been perfected. [These statements were made
in 1938.] Advances in cooking and bleaching technique
have been made in recent yean, and the output of
bleached sulphate show11 an upward trend. Some grades
of strong, fully bleached sulphate are produced and are
u11ed in mixture with other pulp in high-grade bonds and
writing papers. Some highly purified grades also are
used for chemical purposes." Sulphate pulps can be suc
cesefully bleached to a high degree of whiteness without
impairing its strength. Only a small proportion of the
sulphate pulp manufactured is bleached, although this
phase of the industry hae been expanding rapidly in
recent year11.
A next step is the extended use of Southern pines for
the preparation of rayon pulp. Thie, of course, is a
logical development inasmuch as most of the rayon
industry has been built up in the Southea11t. The suc
cessful commercial production of zulphite pulp from
Southern pines is another achievement of significance
to the future of the pulp indu6try in this region. In this
conn~tion it is appropriate to note that late in 1944

officials of the Western Cartridge Company announced
the perfection of a new process to manufacture smoke
less powder from lowcost kraft pulp; this process, a
company official declared, relieves the United States of
much of its dependence upon cotton !inters from the
production of nitrocellulose, the ba~e material of smoke
less powder.
To sum up: The domestic requirements for kraft
products no doubt will continue to expand. The feasi
bility of making newsprint as well as bleached
and chemical pulps from Southern woods will undoubt
edly bring about a future large expansion of the pulp and
paper industry in the South. In addition, the production
of wall board, Masonite products, and the like in the
South is not to be ignored.

p ACIFIC

COAST REGIONS

Sulphite is the principal pulp make in the Pacific
Coast country, although ground wood and sulphate pulp
are also made in substantial quantities. The Pacific Coast
is a surplus pulp producing region, especially as regards
rayen pulp.
The raw materiali are mainly the large stands of white
fir and hemlock. The Douglas fir of the Northwest is
used principally for lumber. The production of pulp
in the Pacific Northwest was made possible by the
adaptation of the sulphite process to these western woods.
Moi;t of the pulp is made in Washington and Oregon;
the paper mills are in these states and California.
The bulk of the domestic rayon pulp produced in the
United States is made in this region. This is a relatively
recent development in the region, but it has been an
expanding one. A considerable proportion of the rayon
pulp was formerly exported, much of it going to Japan.
This is a region in which pulp and paper production
will continue to expand. Much of its surplus sulphite
pulp is shipped to Northeastern United States.
SUMMARY TABLE OF WOOD PULP PRODUCTION
AND CONSUMPTION
(Quantities in Thou5ands of Tons sf 2,000 pounds)
Rociosu

1929

Production
1935
1944

Northeastern ---------- 2,176 1,664 2,089
Lake and Central ------ 1,147
932 1,475
Southern - - - - - - - - 759 1,308 4,875
Pacific Coast --------- 781 1,040 1,669
United States - -- - ------ 4,863 4,944 10,108

Consumpti on
1935
1944

2,765
1,814
1,404
753
6,736

3,155
2,204
4,175
968
10,502

Bu~:~~c:~ :~e ~:~·.~:'United Sta tee Tariff Comm ission Report No. 126," and

CANADA

The amount of wood pulp produced in Canada is
second only to that of the United States. Eastern Canada
has vast areas of timberland belonging in the northern
coniferous forest belt. Because of various factors most
of this vast region is ill·adapted to agriculture. It~ chief
crop is timber, together with the forest wild-life, in which
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fur-bearing animals are also important. Owing to
limitations imposed by the climate, however, trees make
but slow growth in these regions.
Canada supplies the United States not only with large
amounts of pulp hut also it supplies most of United
States' imports of newsprint.
Although Canada's pulp and paper industry began its
development soon after 1900, the Canadian pulp and
paper has grown up mainly since the period of World
War I. Numerous factors are responsible for this devel
opment, and in part, it was associated with the depletion
of lipruce in the Lake States and Northeastern United
States. In 1913 the United States removed the duty on
newsprint paper; Canada production at once responded
to this advantage. The newsprint industry of Canada
expanded rapidly, eventually placing Canada in world
leadership in this phase of the pulp and paper industry.
Canada's output of pulp in 1910 was under 500,000
tons; in 1929, it was in excess of 4,000,000 tons. Then
came the Depression and a decrease in output; the 1936
output, however, was in excess of that for 1929.
In 1935 Canada had 43 integrated pulp and paper
mills, together with 28 mills making pulp only. The
Canadian industry is centered mainly in Ontario and
Quebec. Eastern Canada has large acreages suitable
only for the production of timber hut the drain on
Canadian forest reserves has now become a substantial
factor in Canada's capacity to continue the supply of
low·cost pulp.
The pulp and paper industry has, however, become
one of Canada's leading industries. Canada produces
about a third of the world's supply of newsprint. In
1942 Canada produced more than three times as much
newsprint as did the United States.
As to volume of output, ground wood is the main item
in the Canadian pulp industry. Second in quantity is
sulphite pulp, which, however, stands first in value.
Most of the sulphite pulp is unbleached, but the propor
tion of bleached sulphite has been growing since 1925.
The chief market for Canadian exports of pulpwood,
wood pulp and newsprint is the United States. In one
form or another the United States takes about 75 per
cent of Canada's total production of pulpwood.
Following World War I the Scandinavian countries
exported considerable quantities of sulphite pulp as well
as some high-grade sulphate pulp to the United States.
UsE OF PULP IN THE UNITED STATES

More than 98 per cent of the pulp converted in the
United States goes into the making of paper and paper
board.
Special grades of bleached sulphite are used in the
manufacture of rayon and other substances made from
cellulose. This form of consumption has expanded
rapidly in the past few years.
But in 1935 these uses accounted for slightly less than
2 per cent of the total pulp and from 10 to 15 per cent
of the bleached sulphite pulp consumed in the United
States. In this connection, however, it should be noted
that the domestic production of rayon, as well as of dis
i!!Olving pulps, has increased greatly since 1929.
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THE POSITION OF THE SOUTH IN THE LARGER PICTURE
OF THE UNITED STATES PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY

1. In the first place the rapid growth of the sulphate
pulp and paper industry in the South has enabled do
mestic production to meet the growing demands of our
large domestic markets for these kraft products, of which
there is a wide variety.
2. Since the late 1920's, the demands for sulphite
pulp and ground wood have grown faster than either
imports of pulp or the increases in pulp production in
the Northeastern and the Lake regions. This is espe
cially the case as regards newsprint.
Pulp and paper production in the older regions has
failed to keep pace with our growing market. The dis
crepancy has been offset by increased imports of news
print as well as by the greatly increased output of sul
phate pulp in the South and the increased output of
sulphite pulp from white fir and Western hemlock on
the Pacific Coast. Of particular importance in offsetting
this discrepancy is the production of bleached sulphate
pulp in the South. Improvements in pulping and bleach
ing operations, together with lower costs of production,
will make possible the replacing of bleached sulphite
by bleached sulphate pulp to an increasingly greater
extent in the near future.
The Pacific Coast can for some time increase its ship
ments of pulp, although possibly at a rate insufficient to
fill the growing demand.
3. This leaves the South as the nation's big hope in
the future for increasing pulp and paper production,
particularly in regard to the following:
(a) To make good the lessened output of pulp in the
Northeast and the Lake states; (b) to increase its own
production of sulphite pulp, bleached sulphate pulp,
and ground wood on a large scale, in order to meet the
growing requirements of the domestic market. Ulti
mately, the South is expected to supply a considerable
share of the nation's newsprint requirements.
4. The area of forests in the South is large; the trees
in the Southern forests make a very rapid growth.
Worthy of emphasis is the fact that the one big crop
the sandy uplands of Southeastern United States can
grow naturally and continuously without the application
of fertilizers consists of forest trees. The report, pre·
viously referred to, of the Tariff Commission, concludes
that "with proper care the annual growth in the South
could keep pace with a very large annual cut for pulp
use."
5. Wood accounts for approximately a third of the
cost of sulphate pulp. In contrast, pulpwood in the
Northeast makes up about half of the cost of sulphite
pulp or of ground wood.
DISTRIBUTION OF SOUTHERN WOODS IN THE
TEXAS COASTAL PLAIN

Westward from the Mississippi River lowlands belt,
the Gulf timber belt extends across Louisiana, and well
into eastern Texas. Considered in its larger features the
Gulf Coastal Plain includes three longitudinal forest
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belts extending approximately parallel to the Gulf Coast,
together with numerous transverse valley belts o~ hard
woods, which occupy the wide lowlands paralleling the
larger streams.
The longitudinal belts of the Coastal Plain are ~r~
marily physiographic belts; in Eas~ '!'exas and L~ulSl·
ana, they are also belts of charactenstlc southern pmes;
except in the longleaf pine areas, they have, ~owever,
a considerable admixture of hardwoods. The nver low·
lands have hardwoods only, but these hardwoods are
numerous in kind and variety, and all of them are
characterized by rapid, vigorous growth.
Each of these various belts is marked by characteristic
topographic features as well as by a~sociated soil. c~n
ditions, especially as regards the physical charactenst1cs
of the soils typical of the various belts of country.

I. The Coastal Country. Immediately interiorward
from the coast is a distinctive strip of what apparently
is flat almost featureless country, and which is of low
elevatlon. Nearest the coast are brackish marsh lands
and back from them in Louisiana and East Texas are
the Coastal Prairies, onto the margins of which tree
arowth has been encroaching for a considerable period
"of time.
These coastal lands occur in a region of heavy rain
fall; being low and flat, they are consequently poorly
drained; where timbered, they support a close stand of
vigorously growing loblolly pines an~ numerous hard
woods. The width of this belt is variable but for the
most part it ranges from 20 to 30 miles.
The loblolly pine grows best in a :r_rioist, sandy o.r light
loam soil· the soil should be sufficiently heavy m tex
ture to re~ain moisture well, as this environmental fea
ture is more important for the loblolly pine than for
the common upland pines. The loblolly does not grow
either in the heavy clay soils of the alluvial lowlands
or in the porous, very deep sandy soils of the typical
longleaf areas. Growing in association with the loblolly
pine arc numerous deciduous trees such as black and
tupelo gums, red gum, red oak, and white oak.

2. The Longleaf Country. lnteriorward, that is, north
ward from the flattish strip of loblolly pine and hard
woods in the Coastal country of East Texas is an irregu·
larly shaped tongue of longleaf pi;ie forest ext.ending
across the Sabine River from Loms1ana, and which de
crcasee in width westward; the longleaf does not extend
Weit of the Trinity River. The longleaf country is some·
what higher in elevation than the coastal country; being
slightly dissected it is somewhat rolling-a typica.l pine
hills landscape. Most of the area, however, Is but
slightly rolling and some of the lands are broadly
undulating.
The main area of longleaf pine in Texas lies east of
the Neche11 River. The immediate limiting factor in its
western extension in this area is that of the soils; but
there is also a climatic factor involved in the lessened
rainfall westward. In addition, as stated by Mohr:
"There can be no doubt that the greater exposure to
the violence of the sudden gusts of dry and cold wind

known in Texas as 'dry northers' exercises also no small
influence in limiting the Longleaf Pine." ~etween the
Neches and the Trinity, longleaf occurs m scattered
patches only. In typical longleaf areas the longleaf
pine is practically the only tree that will grow in such
habitats. By way of contrast, outside of the longleaf
areas, a pure stand of pines seldom occurs. ~he exclu
sion of other species of timber from these typical long·
leaf areas is due to the characteristic features of the
habitat-a habitat to which the longleaf is eminently
well adapted, and to which at the same time other trees
of commercial use are unsuited. In Texas, however, as
in most of the other States, the longleaf forest areas are
now almost entirely cut-over lands.
Several distinctive characteristics of the habits of
growth of the longleaf pine are worthy of mention.
The longleaf thrives under the most frugal of conditions
so far as the supply of plant food elements is concerned.
Coniferous trees will tolerate a much more dilute soil
solution than will hardwoods, and the longleaf seems
to be the most frugal in this regard of all the Southern
pines. The longleaf thrives in a deep sandy soil in
which no other tree will grow well or even at all. The
apparent reason for this is that the longleaf tree has a
long taproot which extends through the thick section of
surface sands to the deep clayey subsoil which is suffi
ciently porous to insure good underdrainage. Because
the clay content of the substratum in some of the long
leaf areas west of the Mississippi River is greater and
therefore retains moisture better than is the rule over
most of the longleaf country east of the Mississippi,
the stand of timber, according to Dr. Charles Mohr, is
of a considerably better grade than is the case of the
rolling pine uplands of the Atlantic Slope and of the
eastern Gulf timber belt.
Although the typical longleaf forests in East Texas
are devoid of other tree species, the cut-over longleaf
areas are often characterized by heavy growths of broom
sedge grasses ( Andropogon).
3. The Shortleaf Belt. North of the longleaf country,
covering much of northeastern Texas and extending
nearly to Red River at the north in Texas is the short·
leaf forest section; this is an extensive area, represent·
ing the largest portion of the extension of the Gulf tim·
her region into Texas.
The shortleaf pine country comprises most of the
area of the broad, central dissected sandy belt of the
Coastal Plain, only the southern margin of which in
Texas is occupied by longleaf pines.
Throughout the greater part of its extent various hard·
woods occur intermixed with the growth of the shortleaf
pines.
Habitat features most conducive to the growth of short·
leaf pines include well-drained conditions, a sandy or
gravelly soil underlain at moderate depths by a porous
but clayey subsoil; that is, the sandy top toil is thin in
contrast to the very thick sandy layer in the typical
longleaf areas of Texas.
The first scientific studies of an inclusive nature of
East Texas forests were those made by William M. Bray
of the Department of Botany, The University of Texas,
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in the early years of this century. More recently the
Southern Forest Experiment Station has published a
series of studies dealing with the forest resources of
East Texas; these publications contain a large amount of
quantitative data concerning these forests.
CERAMICS

Should a ceramics manufacturing industry develop in
Texas, it will be primarily because of the availability of
natural gas as an industrial fuel. The utilization of clays
for such an industry may be considerably influenced by
treatment of these basic materials, such treatment gen
erally involving the use of chemicals.
BLEACHING CLAYS

Texas in 1942 and 1943 was the leading State in the
production of fuller's earth; in 1943, Texas supplied
35 per cent of the total national output. Texas also
produces considerable amounts of bentonitic clays.
For the nation as a whole, 80 per cent of the total
output of fuller's earth is used in the refining of pe
troleum. Vegetable oil refining consumed 7 per cent of
the total; the remainder went into a variety of uses,
including rotary drilling mud and various absorbent
processes.

GLASS
The principal raw material in ordinary glass is silica
sand. Ball Brothers' glass plant at Wichita Falls ob
tains its glass sands from Oklahoma. Siliceous sands
of high purity occur abundantly in outcrops of the
Simpson formation of Ordovician age in the Arbuckle
Mountains. The large plate-glass plant of Libby-Owens
Ford Glass Company at Shreveport, Louisiana, obtains
its glass sands from Guion, Arkansas, in the Boston
Mountains at outcrops of the St. Peter sandstone of
Ordovician age. It has been reported that the plant of
Owens-Lllinois Glass Company at Waco obtains its
glass sands from Missouri and Arkansas.
Glass making requires a variety of chemicals or
chemical containing materials, of which soda ash, salt
cake, and limestone (calcium carbonate) or lime (cal
cium oxide) are used in considerable volume. Smaller
quantities of feldspar, manganese, common salt, and
arsenic are also used.
As to the significance of fuel to the glass industry,
the following summary from Report No. 123 (second
series) on "Flat Glass and Related Glass Products,"
1937, by the United States Tariff Commission may he
appropriately quoted: "Fuel is the largest single item
of expense next to labor in the manufacture of flat glass.
Its availability and costs have been factors of prime
importance in the location of glass plants. The early
establishments in the United States used wood as fuel,
there being a plentiful supply in the eastern part of the
country at that time. Coal was adopted in place of wood
about 1800, and Pittsburgh, having an abundance of
this fuel nearby became the glass manufacturing center
of the country. Wood or coal was used for direct-fired

furnaces.
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"With this introduction of the regenerative type of furnace and
the discovery of natural ga& in western Pennsylvania in the latter
part of the nineteenth century, gas became the principal fuel used
in glass-making. It was not only cheaper than coal OI' wood but
was cleaner and produced a more uniform heat. Furthermore,
it was suitable for the new types of furnaces, which required a
gaseous fuel.
"The subsequent discovery of natural gas in Ohio, Indiana, and
later in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, and West Virginia, was
followed almost immediately by the construction of numerous gl1Ul8
factories near the gas supply, and during the decade prior to 1910
there was a steady migration of glass blowers and other glll.88
workers from the older domtstic plants and from abroad to the
new locations. Very littlt: machinery was used in glass manu
facture prior to 1900; most of the products were made by hand
and consequently it was not difficult to erect new plante and
change producing centers.
''Several plants established by the turn of the century are &till
operating, but many were forced to discontinue operations with
the exhaustion of the ga& supply in their localities. In western
Pennsylvania and in West Virginia, as well as in the Southwestern
States, natural gas is still used in mo&t of the flat-glass plants and,
while it is preferred to other forms of fuel, the uncertainty of the
supply makes it aomtwhat unreliable, especially in the East, and
has increased its cost."
CHEMICALS USED IN PETROLEUM REFINING

A survey made early in 1942 revealed the fact that
petroleum refiners used some 550 different chemicals,
including around 100 compounds that were sold only
under trade names. Some of these chemicals were used
in small quantities only; others were consumed in rela·
tively large amounts. Within the short space that has
elapsed since 1942 the consumption of chemicals in oil
refining has changed considerably. Hydrofluoric acid,
for instance, did not appear at all in the 1942 listing;
currently, it is being shipped to certain refineries in tank
car lots.
During 1944, it is estimated by Chemical and Metal
lurgical Engineering that petroleum refining accounted
for 1,020,000 short tons of sulphuric acid (basis, 100
per cent) out of a total national consumption of
9,090,000 short tons of this chemical by all industries
in that year. Another source has estimated that the pe
troleum industry in 1945 will take around 2,000,000
tons of sulphuric acid out of an estimated total con
sumption of 10,000,000 tons. Sulphuric acid has long
been used in refinery operations for treating gasoline,
kerosene, and lube oils; more recently considerable
quantities ar~ being used as a catalyst in refining proc
esses. Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering has esti
mated that petroleum refining in 1944 took 140,000 short
tons of caustic soda (out of a total of 1,883,000 for
the United States) and 22,000 short tons of soda ash
.
(out of a national total of 4,701,000 short tons).
The consumption of fuller's earth in petroleum re
fining has been previously noted in this article.
Revolutionary advances in petroleum refining as well
as in synthetic rubber production have brought into wide
use a large group of catalysts; these are briefly outlined
in the following paragraphs. These technologic develop
ments employing catalysts on a broad scale and for a
variety of uses have been put into operation, often on a
mass-production basis, for the purpose of making a
more elaborate use of various petroleum fractions; they
have been of inestimable value in the war effort.
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CRACKING CATALYSTS

ISOMERIZATION

Each of the three main types of catalytic cracking
employ different types of catalysts. It may ~e noted
again that catalytic cracking of petroleum fractions has
become of predominant importance in oil refining only
since 1940.
The Houdry process, developed by the Houdry Process
Corporation in cooperation with Socony-Vacuum Oil
Company and Sun Oil Company, and which was the
pioneer in this line of development, uses either a nat
urally occurring catalyst, or a synthetic catalyst, all in
the form of pellets. The earlier catalyst employed was
mainly a hydrosilicate of alumina. No data have been
disclosed as to the composition of the newer type syn
thetic catalyst used. In the war program the Houdry
process has been converted for the production of aviation
gasoline base stocks together with increased yields of
isobutane and hutylenes.
The "fluid" catalyst process employs either natural
clays or synthetic silica-alumina as the catalyst, depend
ing on the quality of products desired. In each case,
however, the catalyst is finely powdered and very porous;
it circulates through the operations in a fluid-like manner.
The Thermofor cracking process employs mostly nat
urally occurring clay of high catalytic activity, in the
form of pellets, although some Thermofor plants use
synthetic catalysts of the bead type-of spherical form.
The composition of the bead catalyst has not been dis
closed.
In general, raw materials for making synthetic crack
ing catalysts include alumina, sodium silica, ammonia,
and sulphuric acid.
Chemically, these catalysts have been classed as silica
gels; certainly the wartime research in the field of silica
gels has been of outstanding importance in the develop
ment of what are known as gel types of catalysts that
are highly important particularly in high-octane gaso
line production as well as in the manufacture of syn
thetic rubber. The volume of capital invested in facilities
for producing these catalysts has been estimated to be
in the neighborhood of $15,000,000; the combined ca
pacity for the production of synthetic cracking catalysts
is in excess of 200 tons daily. The various catalysts are
made in individual plants, each built specifically for
producing the catalyst required.

Isobutane is obtained from straight-run or natural gaso·
lines; it is also a by-product of thermal and catalytic
refining operations. A large share of the isobutane used
is obtained through the isomerization of normal butane.
Most widely used catalysts for alkylation reactions are
sulphuric acid and anhydrous hydrogen fluoride. Other
catalysts which are known to increase the rate of this
reaction include aluminum chloride, boron trifluoride,
and aluminum bromide.
The butane-butylenes fractions supplied in cracking
and other refinery operations are made up of a pre
ponderance of normal hydrocarbons-that is, the normal
butane and normal butylenes are substantially greater
in volume in these gases than are isobutane and the
isobutylenes. By isomerization, normal butane, for in
stance, is converted to isobutane. Another use of the
isomerization process is to convert normal pentane to
isopentane, the latter being important as a blending com
ponent in aviation gasoline.
The significance, in brief, of isomerization is that
through this process, a less valuable hydrocarbon can
be transformed into a more valuable one through the
rearrangement of the structure of the molecules com
prising the hydrocarbons. Thus, straight-chain or slightly
branched hydrocarbons which occur naturally but which
are of low octane rating can be converted into highly
branched isomers of high octane rating.
For activating isomerization reactions of hydrocar
bons, aluminum chloride, to which antimony chloride
is sometimes added, is generally used together with an·
hydrous hydrogen chloride. Aluminum chloride is or
dinarily made by treating molten aluminum metal with
chlorine gas.

ALKYLATION CATALYSTS

Alkylation may be described as the reaction whereby
an olefin and a paraffin hydrocarbon are united chem
ically, thereby forming an isoparaffin-a branched chain
hydrocarbon of higher molecular weight, known as
alkylate.
The paraffin used almost exclusively in the alkylation
reaction is isobutane. The olefins used may be propy·
lene, butylenes, amylenes, and in some cases higher
olefins. The use of isobutane-butylenes as charging stock
gives an alkylate of higher octane rating than alkylates
prepared by using either propylene or amylenes as the
olefins.

POLYMERIZATION

Thermal cracking yields olefin hydrocarbons; for a
period of some ten years, catalytic polymerization of
such gases has been important in the production of
gasoline. By this process two or more molecules of the
and
hydrocarbons
same or different olefins of the
are combined chemically to form polymers of larger
molecular structure, yielding the so-called "poly" gaso·
line. Olefin gases such as propylene, butylenes, amy
lenes are combined chemically in polymerization re
actions, thereby forming a new olefin.
For promoting this reaction either sulphuric acid or
phosphoric acid are commonly employed; the former
includes both hot and cold sulphuric acid, the latter,
both concentrated and dilute phosphoric acid.
The cold sulphuric acid process is employed with
polymerizing the c. fraction comprising butanes, normal
butylenes and isobutylene. By this process, designated
as selective polymerization, only isobutylene is poly
merized; the butanes and normal butylenes thus left
free are available for the production, through dehydro
genation, of butadiene (for the synthetic rubber, GR-S).
The use of hot sulphuric acid process gives higher
polymer yields, but with larger percentages of dimers
and less of heavier polymers.

c3
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The solid phosphoric acid process, in ~hich th~ cata
lysts used are in the form of pellets, is used m the
copolymerization of isohutylene and normal butylenes
light olefin gases-to form the pol~me~ known as ~o
dimer, which is unsaturated and a hqmd. Upon hemg
hydrogenated in a hydrogenation unit, codimer. is ?on
verted to hydrocodimer, a saturated product, which is a
high-octane component for aviation gasoline. Phos
phoric acid and certain phosphate salts serve as catalysts
in the manufacture of cumene, one of the components
of aviation gasoline. Cumene is made by chemically
uniting benzene and propylene.
The reaction by which ethylbenzene (for making
styrene, used in the manufacture of GR-S) is produced
by alkylating benzene and ethylene, also employs phos
phoric acid as the catalyst. Other catalysts used to pro
mote polymerization reactions include aluminum chlo
ride, zinc chloride, and sulphides of heavy metals.
DEHYDROGENATION CATALYSTS

By the dehydrogenation process, hydrogen is removed
from a hydrocarhon thereby producing less saturated
hydrocarbons. Oxides of molybdenum and chromium,
together with some iron, are said_ to he t?e princip~l
ingredients of catalysts employed m removmg or spl~t
ting off hydrogen from hydrocarbons. These are said
to be used in converting butane to butylenes, and huty
lenes to butadiene, as well as in the production of
toluene from naththene hydrocarbons. The latter process
is known as hydroforming (a contraction of the term,
hydrogen reforming). One type of catalyst used in
dehydrogenation of ethane, propane, or butanes is chro
mic oxide, with alumina, in pellet form. This catalyst
is employed in the Houdry adiabatic dehydrogenation
process, which yields olefins and diolefins (such as
butadiene) through the conversion of paraffins ranging
from ethane through pentane; this process may become
important in providing intermediates for chemical syn
thesis in the near future.
HYDROGENATION CATALYSTS

For promoting hydrogenation processes a variety of
metallic substances or salts of metals are employed
as catalysts.
In hydrogenating petroleum olefins, salts of nickel,
and tungsten may be used as the catalyst, or if a sulphur
resistant catalyst is desired, molybdenum sulphide may
be employed. Other catalysts used in hydrogenation
include cobalt, platinum, and palladium.
INHIBITORS

In addition to catalysts required in producing the
components of aviation gasoline, gasoline gum inhibitors
are necessary additives to aviation gasoline, particularly
that shipped overseas, and even more especially that
stored in tropical climates. These inhibitors are complex
phenols and diamines. These substances inhibit the
oxidation of unsaturated components in gasoline, thus
preventing the formation of gum-like substances which
obviously would cause serious trouble in airplane

engines.

OTHER CHEMICALS USED IN THE OIL INDUSTltT

In recent years lubricating oils have been vastly ~m
proved and rendered suitable fo~ numerous specific
uses of a difficult sort by the use m small amounts of
what is known as "additives." Phosphorus compounds
have long been used as anti-oxidant additives. ~~other
additive only recently in use is one of the silicone$
compounds. An additive used in all high-octane gaso·
lines is the well-known tetraethyl lead. Tetraethyl lead
is designated as an inhibitor (a sort of catalyst which
reacts in a negative manner) ; this inhibitor reduces ~r
suppresses knocking. Production of tetraethyl lead is
currently three times as gre~t ~s in 193?-with most. of
it going into 100-octane av1ahon gas?lme. Produch~n
data are not available but the output 1s known to he m
the hundreds of millions of pounds annually. The in
creased production of tetraethyl lead has required a
large expansion in the manufacture of. sodi~m m~tal
and ethyl chloride, as well as ethylene d1brom1de which
also goes into Ethyl fluid. Increased production of
ethylene dibromide has also made necessary increased
production of chlorine, as chlorine is required in getting
bromide from sea water.
In oil production, nitroglycerin, or some other ex
plosive, has long been used in "shooting" the well, if
in hard, dense rock formations.
AcmIZING WELLS

Acidizing of wells in limestone formations, by the
use of hydrochloric acid, to which an inhibiting agent
is added, employs large quantities of this chemical.
SOLVENTS IN LUBE OIL PRODUCTION

A number of chemicals are used in solvent extraction
processes for lubricating oils. Among those used com·
mercially are phenol, orthocresol, furfural, chlorex
( dichlorethyl ether), nitrobenzene, and sulphur dioxide.
SULPHUR REMOVAL TREATMENTS

The treatment of high-sulphur crudes to reduce the
sulphur content has been a problem for years with oil
from certain limestone reservoirs, and constitutes a large
field in its own right. Recent research work by the
Bureau of Mines has demonstrated that through catalytic
desulphurization, many naphthas produced from high
sulphur crudes are usable in 100-octane gasoline.
Late in 1941, a new company, the McKamie Gas Clean
ing Company, formed by the Standard Oil Company of
New Jersey and the Atlantic Refining Company, was
organized to process sour gas from the large McKamie
gas field in southern Arkansas. It was planned to use
the hydrogen sulphide removed from the gas for the
manufacture of chemicals; the purified gas is then avail
able for sale through regular trade channels for use as
fuel.
CHEMICALS USED IN SYNTHETIC RUBBER MANUFACTURE

Natural rubber is polymerized isoprene. Isoprene is
now being produced from petroleum and although iso
prene has been polymerized by chemists, they have not
thus far succeeded in making a true rubber substitute
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from this process. Natural rubber is made up of longer
chained molecules than the chemist has been able to
make by polymerizing isoprene.
The synthetic rubbers are rubber-like polymers or
copolymers. The ingredients of GR-S synthetic rubber
the principal all-purpose type of synthetic rubber for
tire manufacture in the goYernment rubber program
are butadiene and styrene. Neither of these substances
exists in nature. Co-polymerization of these hydrocarbon
compounds yields GR-S, of the type formerly designated
as Buna-S.
Butadiene is an unsaturated hydrocarbon of the
straight-chain type. It is produced by the dehydrogena
tion of butylene, or from ethyl alcohol.
Under atmospheric conditions of pressure, butadiene
is a gas; it is transported and stored in liquid form,
under pressure.
Styrene is an unsaturated hydrocarbon of the cyclic
type. In brief, the production of styrene consists of two
steps:
(a) Benzene is alkylated with ethylene, employing
aluminum chloride as a catalyst, which forms ethyl ben
zene, together with other benzene compounds.
(b) The purified ethyl benzene, upon being catalyti·
cally dehydrogenated, yields styrene.
The benzene used is probably supplied from coal.
tar plants. The ethylene is supplied from cracking re·
finery gases or by the cracking of propane. Excess ethyl
benzene from styrene plants is used as an ingredient in
aviation gasoline.
Wartime interest in styrene for the rubber program
has diverted attention from the plastics form of this
chemical-polystyrene-a thermoplastic with wide ap·
plications, which Dow had put on the market as Styron
just before the United States entered World War II.
Styrene can also be produced by reacting ethyl alcohol
and benzene in the presence of a solid phosphoric acid
catalyst.
The basic materials-butadiene and stvrene--to·
gether with a catalyst, soap, modifier, and w~ter, com
prise the charge materials of the reactors in which co
po l vmerization takes place, forming a white liquid known
a11 latex. The latex is a colloidal suspension in which
small particles of synthetic rubber occur in soap solution.
This emulsion is then coagulated through the addition
of salt and sulphuric acid.
Synthetic rubbers are constantly being improved upon,
through the addition of new chemicals or by inaugu
rating better processes, some of which were pointed out
in a former article in the January, 1945, issue of the
Texas Business Review. Recently, experiments have been
made in which styrene in GR-S is replaced with a
styrene-chlorine combination, or chlorinated styrene; the
use of chlorinated styrene is said to overcome success·
fully certain shortcomings of GR-S.
It has only recently been announced that a new resin
a Durez phenolic resin of the thermosetting type-has
been developed which, when used in the milling or
processing of synthetic rubber, enables synthetic rubber
to be made that possesses the properties of hard and
semi-hard natural rubber stocks. The use of this resin
reinforces the synthetic rubber in much the same way
that carbon black does.
Other than GR-S synthetic rubber, several other types

are being produced. These include butyl, neoprene, the
thiokols, and acrylonitrile types.
Butyl rubber, GR-I, was developed in the Esso Laborn·
tories of Standard Oil Development Company. Butyl
rubber is a copolymer, formed by the reaction in the
presence of a catalyst of isobutylene and small quanti
ties of a diolefin, either isoprene or butadiene, both of
the latter being unsaturated hydrocarbons. The reaction
takes place at a temperature of minus 100 degrees F.
The sub-zero temperatures are brought about with the
use of compressed ethylene as a refrigerant, the ethylene
being precooled with ammonia before it can be con
densed.
Zinc oxide and sulphur are used in the compounding
of butyl rubber.
Neoprene, a polymer of chloroprene, was introduced
by duPont in 1931 under the trade name Duprene.
Monovinyl acetylene is c;ibtained catalytically from ace
tylene; upon being treated with hydrogen chloride it
yields chlorobutadiene, commonly known as chloropr~ne.
The polymerization of acetylene to vinylacetylene is
based upon the earlier work of Father Nieuwland; the
production of chloroprene by combining vinylacetylene
and hydrogen chloride is based upon the work of Caroth·
ers, who is even more famous for his work in discovering
nylon.
Neoprene is. not vulcanized, hence it does not require
sulphur for this purpose as does GS-S which is vulcan·
ized with sulphur.
'
Metallic oxides, such as magnesium oxide and zinc
oxide are used in processing neoprene.
Thiokols, of which there are several are referred to
?s organic polys~lphides. Sodium tetr~sulphide is used
m some of the th10kols, at least. Thiokol was discovered
by cha~ce w.hen Dr. J. G. Patrick combined ethylene
dichlonde with sodium polysulphide in an attempt to
produce an anti-freeze.
ELECTRONIC VULCANIZING

Although not in itself a chemical development, the use
of the elect:onic heat.ing principle in plastics processing,
?s we]~ as Its ext_ens10n to the vulcanization of rubber,
mcludmg S_Ynth_etic rubbers, seems to be an application
of ou~tandmg, if not of almost revolutionary importance.
Basic. p_atents covering the process have been pur·
c~ased JOm~ly by The B. F. Goodrich Company and
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company; licensee will be
o~ered to_ other rubber industries and plastics indus·
tnes. It is stated that the original discoverers of the
process are two Frenchmen and a Swiss.
.By electronic vulcanization, uniform heat can be ap
phe~ co~ pletely through the tire or other product· the
heatmg 1s not on 1Y um·form an d much more rapid in' use
~han the _older method of vulcanization with steam, but
it _also g~ves a better product. The process is also ap·
ph?abl: ~n the moulding of thick plastics materials in
which it IS considered to be of extraordinary importa~ce.
FURTHER STUDIES

" Forthcoming articles in this series will deal with
Ra~ ~1aterials Situation in Texas and the Southwest,"
t~e S Rish of Integrated Industrial Centers in Texas and
the Uo~tt dweSst," a?,d the "Rise of the Plastics Industry in
t e Ill e tates.
ELMER

H.

JOHNSON.
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EMPLOYMENT AND PAY ROLLS IN TEXAS
April, 1945
E1timated Nwmber of
Worken Employed•
March,
April,

1945<1>
1945(1)
MANUFACTURING
All Manufacturing Industries I69,531 166,842
Food Products
Baking - - - - - - - - - - -  10,788 10,495
3,463
Carbonate·d Beverages -------- - 3,402
1,534
Confectionery - - - - - - - - -  1,572
2,506
Flour Milling - - - - - - -  2,529
1,493
Ice Cream ---------- -  1,360
5,141
Meat Packing ------ ----- 5,210
Textiles
5,458
Cotton Textile Mills - - - - - -  5,579
Men's Work Clothing _____ 3,899
3,773
Forest Products
1,129
1,110
Furniture -----
1,678
Planing Mills - - - - -  1,6%
Saw Mills ------ - - - - - - -  14,224 14,191
Paper Boxes ____
945
885
Printing and Publishing
,
2,432
Commercial Printing - - - --  2,510
3,895
Newspaper Publishing ----- 4,026
Chemical Products
Cotton Oil Mills____________ 2,670
2,397
Petroleum Refining ------ - 26,003 25,769
Stone and Clay Products
Brick and Tile _ _ __
1,748
1,753
Cement ____
723
717
Iron and Steel Prod11ets
Structural and Ornamental Iron___ 2,573
2,447
NONMANUFACTURING
Crude Petroleum Production __ 28,329 28,213
Quarrying ------------------
(3)
(3)
Public Utilities _____
(3)
(3)
Retail Trade -------
214,831 206,065
Wholesale Trade --------------- 62,507 62,022
Dyeing and Cleaning ----------- 2,845
2,897
Hotels ------------------ 19,836 19,617
Power Laundries - - ------- 13,778 14,001

1945

+

1945<1>

1944

+

2.7

+n.o
+ 0.9
+ 2.1
+10.2
+ 2.2

424,338
103,784
23,568
88,592
38,791
153,350

430,652
104,838
20,898
89,470
44,950
146,914

2.2
3.2

+

3.5
-12.9

142,019
69,986

138,160
67,731

1.7
1.0
0.2
6.4

3.9
6.9
1.8
+I5.l

37,465
55,400
262,782
22,620

35,372
55,784
262,782
21,580

3.1
3.2

1.3
1.8

90,463
I23,826

88,128
123,177

2.4
0.9
9.8
1.3

March,

l94s<•>

1.6

+1.8

Percente.1• Chaap
from
from
April,
19'5
1944

E1t!mated Amount of
w..kly Pay Rell
Marek,
April,

Perccntace Chanee
from
from
March.
April,

+

$6,074,606 $6,202,908

0.7

-15.1

2.1

+10.7

+ 1.5
+ 1.0

4.2

+32.3
3.9
0.8
+30.5
+I6.I
-I9.3

2.7
3.2

+I6.7
- 9.4

5.6
0.7

+

+
+

-11.3
+ 1.0

+ 15.9

+

+16.2
7.9
- 5.I
+22.I

(5)

4.6
2.6
0.5

+

3.3

+IO.I

-10.3
0.9

+

-I8.2
5.6

50,987
1,494,984

47,178
1,571,072

+

7.5
5.I

- I.O
+11.7

+

0.3
0.9

+ 3.0
-I9.4

31,535
29,595

32,371
31,912

+
+

2.7
7.8

+H.I
7.3

4.9

+

0.8

86,334

86,600

+

0.3

+

0.4
0.9
0.1
4.1
0.8
1.8
1.1
1.6

+ 4.7
+ 10.8
+ 0.6
1.7
+ 0.1
+ 0.4
+ 1.0
1.3

1,594,541
(3)
(3)
5,308,615
2,510,785
74,095
367,719
259,994

I,592,933

+
+
+
+
+
+

O.I
7.7
3.7
0.3
4.2
1.3
O.I
I.I

+ 9.3
+20.0
+ 9.0

+
+
+
+

(3)

(3)
5,325,684
2,616,479
73,121
368,084
262,845

6.4

+I0.7
+10.2
+I0.7
+ 9.2
+ 9.4

CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT AND PAY ROLLS IN SELECTED CITIEsm
Employment
Percentace Chance
Mar., 1945
Apr., 1944
te
to
Apr., 1945
Apr., 1945

Abilene ----------Amarillo
Austin -------------- +
Beaumont
Dallas ______
El Paso -------Fort Worth ___ +
Corpus Christi

::::=

6.3
5.9
4.6
5.5
3.1
0.1
0.2
1.8

9.9
I4.5
+ 7.5
+ 4.0
19.4
+ 3.2
13.6
+ 8.0

Pay Rol11
Percenta1e Cban1e
Mar., 1945
Apr., 1944
to
ta
Apr., 1945
Apr., 1945

+
+
+

0.8
3.8
6.1
I3.6
+ 2.5
+ 3.6
0.5
+ 3.6

+

5.9
5.4
+ 16.2
8.7
21.7
+ I2.7
8.I
+ 21.9

Em,loyment
Percentace Chance
Mar., 1945
Apr., 1944
to
ta
Apr., 1945
Apr., 1945

Galveston ------Houston
Port Arthur __
San Antonio___
Sherman -----Waco
Wichita Falls..
STATE ------

+

5.9
9.2
2.9
1.7
4.2
1.6
1.8
3.S

+

+
+
+

5.I
22.4
8.6
4.4
I9.6
0.8
I.O
IO.I

Par a.u,

Percents1e C:baqe
Mar., 1945
Apr., 19"
· to
ta
Apr., 1945
A,r., 1945

+ I6.5
8.2
+ I.7
1.1
I.I
1.1
+ 0.2
3'.9

+
+
+
+
+
+

-

18.3
I7.0
8.9
8.7
52.3
8.I
I3.2
I0.7

ESTIMATED Nt)MBER OF -EMPLOYEES IN NONAGRICULTURAL BUSINESS
AND GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENTs<•>
1944(1)
1943(1)
1945
194S
1944
I,418,000(1)
January ----------------- 1,385,000
I,429,000
July --- ------------------------ I,45o,oooro I,448,ooom
I,4I3,000(2)
1,433,000
February ----------------- 1,397,000
August ---------------------- I,44I,000<2l I,446,000<ll
I,433,000
March -------------·····- 1,415,000
September --------------- I,448,ooo<•> I,432,ooo<u
1,435,000
April ---------------- ---- 1,433,000
October ------------------ 1,455,000<:" I,420,000<11
I,435,000
May ------------------------- 1,458,000
November ---------------- I,46I,000<11 I,434,0QO<ll
I,448,000
June ------------------------ 1,478,000
December ----------------- I,470,ooom I,467,()()()<ll
•Doe1 not include proprieton, firm membere, oflicen of corporation•, or other p rincipal executiTea.
profe11ionaI penonnel.
·
fDoea not include etrictly war iodu1trie1.
U>1tevited.

Factory employment H:clude1 aho oflce•. aale1, techalcal

111

4

<S>Subject to revision.
<l>Not available.
(6lBaeed on unweighted figures
(l5>Le11 than 1/10 of one perce~t.
..
9
< >Not including eelf-employed persona, caeuaI workers, or dom estic l!lervants, and oxclusive of military and maritime per1rOnnel. Thel!le figures are furni1hed by the
Bureau of Labor Stati1tic1, U.S. Department of Labor.
Prepared from reports Crom representatiYe Texu e1tablilhment1 te the Bureau of Bu1ine11 Research co·operatinc with th• Bareau of Laltor Statletloi..
Du• to the natioq.al emergency, pubUcatioa of data for certain lndu1trle1 is beinc withheld until farthn notice.
.
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DAIRY PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED IN PLANTS IN TEXAS
Preduot and Year

Fob.

Marcia

April

}lay

Jane

July

Au1.

Sept.

Oct.

No.-.

1,546
1,827
2,074

1,786
1,984
2,109

2,492
2,54S
2,392

3,612
3,634
3,138

4,008
3,';56

3,527
3,166

3,569
4,113

2,792
2,867

2,535
2,513

2,138
2,608

1,549
2,301

1,717
2,211

32,304
33,048

1,209
991
215

1,250
1,075
262

1,627
1,382
434

1,663
1,516
570

2,191
752

2,944
893

3,200
904

2,997
845

2,193
686

1,897
460

1,680
259

1,076
205

24,011
6,485

779
762
554

893
919
590

1,433
1,306
737

1,871
1,886
1,050

2,273
1,215

2,159
1,129

2,076
1,119

1,621
1,025

1,372
866

1,148
852

869
718

708
641

17,197
10,.i96

Ju.

Dec.

Total

CREAMERY BUTTER
(1000 lb.)
1945* - - - - - - - - 
1944* ----- -
------
193Q-39 average ----- 
ICE CREAM (1000 gal.)+
1945* - -- - --------
1944* -------- - - - 
1930-39 average -------

AMERICAN CHEESE
(1000 lbs.)
1945* - - --- -----
1944* --------- -
1930-39 average -------

MILK EQUIVALENT OF
DAIRY PRODUCTSt
(1000 lbs.)
1945* _ _______ ____57,308
1944* _________________________59,584
1930-39 average _________54,675

63,892 90,817 124,559
65,589 86,493 121,197 144,977 137,502 140,357 115,184 97,137
57,139 67,456 89,641 104,:-123 97,562 97,075 89,185 76,165

82,777 63,531 57,455 1,190,864
73,444 60,119 55,872
922,656

•!:1timate1 of productiou mado by the Bureau of Buaine11 Reeearclri.
fMilk Equivalent of Dairy product1 wu calculated from productioa tlata by the Bureau of Bu1inot1 R11earch.
UncludH iee cream, aberbet1, lce1, etc.
Non : 10-year 1ver•1• production o• creamery butter, ice oreaa ••d Aaericaa ehee11 baHi •A data from the Arri•uhW"al Markeduc Serrlce, U.S.D.A.

APRIL SHIPMENTS OF LIVE STOCK CONVERTED TO A RAIL-CAR BASIS*
Cattle

Total Interstate Plus Fort Worth________
Total Intrastate Omitting Fort Worth___
TOTAL SHIPMENTS_ _ _ ___ _ _

Calve11

Hogs

Shoop

Total

1945

1944

1945

1944

1945

1944

1945

1944

8,589
874
9,463

7;965
956
8,921

585
130
715

703
121
824

606
6
612

1,766
189
1,955

736
37
773

553
34
587

1945

l"'

10,516 10,987
1,047 1,300
11,563 12,287

TEXAS CAR-LOT* SHIPMENTS OF LIVE STOCK FOR YEAR 1945
Cattle
1945

Total Interstate Plus Fon Worth________________
Total Intrastate Omitting Fort Worth________
TOTAL SHIPMENTS_· - -- -- - - -

Calno

Hog1

Sheep

1944

1945

1944

1945

1944

1945

21,743 15,953
3,404 2,537
25,147 18,490

2,534
516
3,050

2,474
4S9
2,963

2,384
91
2,475

6,469
506
6,975

2,288
193
2,481

Total

1944

1945

1944

1,380 28,949 26,276
178 4,204 3,710
1,558 33,153 29,986

•Rail-car Bui1: Cattle. 30 head per car; cah·e1, 60; awine, 80; and aheep, 250.
Fort Worth ahipmeota are combio~d with interstate forwarding• in order th a t the bulk of mnrket disnppearance for the month may be ahewn.

NOTK: Thcee data arc furnished the United Sta.tea Bureau of Agricultural Econ omics by railwo.y officials thr outib more thag 1,500 itatlon acenta, repl"M&11'1DI
eYCry livestock ahippinii point in the State. The data are compiled by the Bureau of Bu1inea1 Research.

APRIL CARLOAD MOVEMENT OF POULTRY AND EGGS
Shipments from Texas Stations
Can of Poultry
Chickens
1945
1944

•De1tination

TOTAL
Intrastate
Interstate
TOTAL
Intrastate
Interstate

2
0
2

-- ~

Turk.eye
1945
1944

Can of Eci:s
Sholl
1945
1944

20
0
20
78
8
0
9
25
12
0
11
53
Receipts at Texas Stations
10
10
0
1
29
0
1
0
1
5
10
9
0
0
24

Frozen
1945
1944

Dried
1943
1944

52
28
24

119
72
47

158
44
114

96
17
79

45
26
19

76
74
2

56
47
9

22
21
1

Sball
Equivalentt
1945
1944

154 1,084 1,600
26 305 324
128 779 1,276
10
8

2

351
321
36

237
184
53

• Tb_e destination above is th e 6nt destination "• shown by the original wayb ill. Changes in deatination brought about by diversion factors are not ihowo.
tDri ed egga and !rot.en eggs are converted to a 1bell·ecg equ ivalent on the following buis: I rail car load of dr" d
=8
I d
f b II
of !rot.en eggs=2 carloads of shell eggs.
ie
eggs
car oa a o • c eggs, an41 I carloa d
·

Non: . These data furnished to the Division of Agricultural Statistic1, B.A.E., by railroad officials through agent• at all station• which origina te and recei•e
carload 1h1pment1 of poultry and eggs. The data are compiled by the Bureau of Busine 11 Reiearch.
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APRIL CREDIT RATIOS IN TEXAS DEPARTMENT AND APPAREL STORES
(Expressed in Per Cent)
Ratio of
Credit Saleo
to Net Saleo
1944
1945

Ratio of

Ratio of

Collection• to
Outstanding

Credit Salariea
t o Credit Salee

1945

1944

1945

1944

60

45.7

43.2

62.0

64.6

1.2

1.2

6
9
3
5
8
5
5
19

39.0
55.2
39.2
41.8
43.1
37.4
45.6
4-0.3

39.1
50.5
37.1
38.8
40.5
38.8
43.5
41.0

70.1
58.8
62.7
66.7
63.0
60.5
61.2
69.5

71.6
63.1
65.6
64.1
63.3
64.6
62.8
73.2

1.5
0.9
1.6
1.3
1.5
1.4
1.6
1.2

1.4
0.9
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.2
1.3
1.1

20
10
3
15
12

44.6
38.7
38.5
52.0
42.2

42.6
39.4
39.4
47.4
41.7

55.0
63.8
65.6
53.6
67.4

66.6
66.5
67.3
58.9
67.9

1.4

1.5
1.9
0.7
1.6

1.3
1.3
1.9
0.9
1.2

20
12
12
16

47.8
39.2
35.2
32.4

44.5
41.7
35.9
32.0

61.1
67.4
63.5
68.5

63.9
68.8
67.8
73.2

1.1
1.0
1.0
1.9

1.1
0.8
0.9
1.7

Number
of
Stores
Reporting

All Stores ----~-----~-
Stores Grouped by Cities:
Austin --------------Dallas --------El Paso-----
Fort Worth-------
Houston ------------San Antoiµo ---------Waco -----------------
All Others ------------------------------------- - - Stores Grouped According to Type of Store:
·
Department Stores (Annual Volume Over $500,000) ______________________.
Department Stores (Annual Volume U!lder $500,000) _______
Dry-Goods-Apparel Stores _________:___________________
Women's Specialty Shops------------Men's Oothing Stores ----------------------Stores Grouped According to Volume of Net Sales During 1944:
Over $2,500,000 ----------------------$2,500,000 down to $1,000,000___________
$1,000,000 down to $500,()()()______________
Less than $500,000 ---------------------------------

Non: The ratios shown for each year, in the order in which .they appear from left to right "re obtained by the following computations: (1) Credit Sale1 dh·ided by
Net Sales. (2) Collections during the month divided by the total account1 unpaid on the first of the month. (3) Salarie1 of the credit department divided by credit
&A le1. The · data are reported to the Bureau of Business Research by Texas retail 1tore1.

APRIL RETAIL· SALES OF INDEPENDENT STORES IN TEXAS

TOTAL TEXAS ------------- ------------------
STORES GROUPED BY LINE OF GOODS CARRIED:
APPAREL ·--------------------- - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - Family Oothing Stores________________··- - - - - - Men's and Boys' Oothing Stores______________
Shoe Stores ---------------------Women's Specialty Shops ------------------AUTOMOTIVE• ____________..:______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- Motor Vehicle Dealers__
--------~-------
COUNTRY GENERAL ------- - - - - - DEPARTMENT STORES ------------DRUG STORES ---------------------------~-----------DRY GOODS AND GENERAL MERCHANDISE___
FILLING STATIONS
FLORISTS ------ --FOOD•
· Grocery Stores -------------Grocery and Meat Stores_____
FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD•
Furniture. Stores
_
JEWELRY - - - - - - - - - - - - _
LUMBER, BUILDING, AND HARDWARE*
Farm Implement Dealers
Hardware Stores - - - - - - - Lumber and Building Material Dealers - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - RESTAURANTS _______
· __
ALL OTHER STORES
TEXAS STORES GROUPED ACCORDING TO POPULATION OF CITY:
All Stores in Cities of
Over 100,000 Population
50,000-100,000 Population
·2,500-50,000 Population
Less than 2,500 Populatio.~--------------------

Percentage Chances
in Dollar Salea

Number of
Eotab·
li1bment1
Reportinc

April, 1945
from
April, 1944

April, 1945
from
Marcli, 1945

Year 1945
from
Year 1944

944

+ 1.9

-18.3

+11.6

114
25
36
20
33
82
73
94
57
99
28
24
18
120
32
81
77

1.0
-10.4
-12.6
-20.4
+11.4
+ 4.2
+ 4.8
1.6
0.6
+ 3.5
- 2.7
+20.7
-24.4
+ 6.0
5.9
+ 7.4
+ 9.0
+ 8.5
+ 7.8
+14.2
+13.4
+ 13.6
+14.6
+ 6.2
+ 5.3

-24.3
-23.2
-22.5
-34.6
-24.2
-10.1
-10.3
-10.5
-22.5
- 5.1
-23.6
+ 1.6
-4-0.9
-12.3
- 8.9
-12.6
- 9.7
- 9.9
-13.6
4.4
+ 2.4
6.5
4.9
1.6
5.2

+13.5
+11.1
+ 5.1
+17.8
+17.8
- 3.0
- 6.2
+ 5.9
+12.8
+ 7.6
+20.1
+15.8
+16.5
+ 7.3
+ 2.1
+ 8.0
+13.8
+14.0
- 1.8
+26.5
+16.5
+19.4
+31.9
+ 3.1
+ 4.4

+
+
+
+

-21.9
-17.9
-12.9
- 5.3

+13.7
+10.4
+ 8.5
+10.7

71

24
159
17
46

94
26
14

151
117
463
213

2.6
0.9
0.4
6.6

*Grou' total includea kinda of bu1ine11 other than the elauitication Hated.
Prepared fro.m report• of independent retail itoree to the Bureau of BulineuReaearch, coOperatina: with the U.S. Bureau of the Cen1u1.
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PETROLEUM

APRIL RETAIL

Daily Average Production (In Barrels)
April, 1945

April, 1944

Morch, 1945

565 250
138,550
378,100
150,000
90,000
352,150
489,500
2,163,550
- - 4,804,815

517,500
564,450
124,600
146,700
381,000
363,000
143,500
149,300
91,550
88,000
292,700
352,150
477,400
365,700
1,898,600
2,159,000
4,414,700
4,776,400
T TE
a olin sa1 n
oil t d by the tale Comptroll r w re: for h, 1945, 117,838,065 gal lon ; March, 1944,
107,789,390 gallon ; Feb ru ary, 1945, 96,511,421 gallon .
Mar h le to the Unit d talc Governm ent a r corded by
motor fuel di tributor in Texas w re 297,468,427 ga llons.

OANWANO\.t

...

DuTtt<.TI

TlJ.•>

ALE OF INDEPENDENT STORES
IN TEXAS
(By Districts)
Number o(
Et11b 
li1bmcnt1
Rcportin1

TOTAL TEXAS - - - - 944
TEXAS STORES
GROUPED BY
PRODUCING AREAS
District 1- N - - - - 64
Amarillo ------- 22
Plnfoview - - - - -- 11
All Others - - - - - 31
Di trict 1-S - - - - - - 22
Lubbock _ _ _ _ 13
All Others ______ 9
Di trict 2 - - - - - - 81
Abilene - - - - - 21
All Others _ _ _ 60
District 3 - - - - - - 34
District 4 - - - - - - - 220
Dalin ----30
Fort Worth _ _ _ 31
Waco -------26
All Others - - - - 133
Di trict 5 ------------ 106
District 6 - - - - - - 30
50
Di tri ct 7 __
Distri ct 8 - - - - - - - 167
Austin _
16
Corpus Christi _ _ 23
San Antonio _ _ _ 47
All Others - - - - 81
District 9 __
101
Houston - - - - - - 43
All Others - - - - 58
24
District 10
District lOA _
45

Percenta re Chan1ee
April. 1945
Yoar 11145
from
from
April, 19'-1 Mar h. 19<15 Year 1944
April , 1945

from

+

1.9

- 18.3

+ 11.6

+ 3.0
6.3
+ 8.3
+ 10.2
+ 10.7

-15.8
-24.5
- 11.4
- 8.6
- 6.1
- 19.3
+ 2.7
- 13.6
- 18.5
-10.1
- 14.2

+17.8

-

- 3.0
+ 19.7
+ 1.3
9.8

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

a6
1.1
2.0
3.4

2.9
4.0
1.4
0.7
7.2
3.6
2.0
6.1

6.2
4.0
2.9
2.2
4.5
3.8
4.7

- 21.2
- 22.0

+13.3
+12.9
+13.9
+12.5

- 2u

- 20.3
- U.9
- 14.1
- 15.4
-11.6
- 16.9
- 19.7
-11.5
- 18.3
- 12.1
-22.0
-23.9

-17.3
-14.4

-

9.2

• Chn nae of lc11 thao .5%
N?nc : Prepared fr om repo rt• o( independent retail •tor
Du11nc11 ll c•e1rch, coOpcratio1 with the U.S. Bureau o( 1h°:

+ 9.7
+ 10.8
+ 5.7
+14.2

+

a1

+

7.6
1.5

~:.:::.

llureae el

• Jnchadc• Coo roe..
:

fr om Am e rican P et roleum l n1titu te.

See accomp1n7lnl{ map 1howin1

1he oil pro<lu el n1 d l1trlc t1 0£ Tu.at.

COMMODITY PRICES
April. 1945

LUMBER
(lo Board Foet)
April, 19-15

uth m Pin
v rag
per unit - - - 
hi pment

April, 1944

March, 1915

202,454

202,054

200,366

208, 3

202,943

206,012

1,626,466 1,540,805
'on : from
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TEXAS BUSINESS REVIEW

POSTAL RECEIPTS
April, 1945

s

Abilene _ _ _ _ _ $ 33,063
Amarillo
59,106
Austin _
107,452
49,871
Beaumont - - -14,165
Big Spring
Brownsville - - - 12,956
Brownwood
19,784
Qiildress - - - 7,710
Cleburne - - - - 6,829
C.Oleman - - - - 4,934
Corpus Christi - - 72,744
Dallas
576,083
Del Rio - - - -7,884
Denison
10,979
Denton - - - 14,031
Edinburg
5,246
El Pll!O
94,761
Fort Worth - -- - - 249,501
53,873
Galveston - - - Gladewater
4,893
3,808
Graham - - - - - Harlingen
_
15,908
Houston - - - - - - - - 400,693
6,388
Jacksonville - - - 2,404
Kenedy - - - - - 4,675
Kerrville - - - - - 15,218
Longview - - - - Lubbock - - - - - 34,308
8,760
McAllen - - - 11,531
Marshall - - - 15,185
Midland - - - - - - 8,302
Palestine - - - - - Pampa
10,591
22,204
Paris - - - - 6,649
Plainview - - - - Port Arthur ---- - 28,577
26,612
San Angelo - - - - San Antonio -------- 256,764
Seguin - - - - - - - 3,811
14,442
Sherman ______
nyder - - - - - - - - 2,655
9,847
Sweetwater ------Temple - - - - 17,298
28,545
Texarkana ------Tyler - - - - - - - - 29,754
Waco ----------61,428
Wichita Falls - - - - 49,572
TOTAL _-_____ $2,501,754

BUILDING PERMITS

April, 1944

s

42,510
56,959
94,507
47,600
11,287
12,002
26,136
5,569

5,543
4,507
66,995
524,891
6,910
9,461
12,037
4,643
93,026
233,723
50,111
5,148
3,562
15,321
371,712
6,507
2,689
4,221
14,302
34,466
8,408
11,687
12,373
7,847
11,708
24,002
5,880
28,863
22,653
264,719
4,028
12,758
2:620
10,222
14,621
31,285
28,221
52,761
41,972
$2,362,973

March, 1945

40,850
66,107
100,750
53,353
13,503
14,932
23,590
7,521
6,623
4,646
79,067
613,855
7,610
12,774
13,332
4,982
105,312
296,492
57,835

4,384
3,761
16,037
453,952
5,681
1,941
4,305
16,414
37,392
9,088
13,387
15,180
9,524
12,586
23,223
7,510
29,835
27,688
297,624
5,147
14,679
2,929
10,190
18,455
32,351
33,296
59,956
46,796
S2,736,340

Non: C.mplled from repor11 from Te.xu chamber• ef commerce to the Bureau
of 11u1a- .._ ...._

19,650
135,773
85,927
97,410
9,400

O
205,339
644,912
12,934
5,360
12,560
49,338
543,999
53,652
1,125
2,870
13,650

1 11

fa~k!~:~ni;,--=:===== ' g~

Kenedy ---------- 5:500
Kerrville ----------24,550
5,050
Longview -----------Lubbock --------------- 133,337
McAllen -------------59,005
Marshall -------------11,034
5,630
New Braunfels ____
Palestine - - - - - - - 15,175
Pampa - -- --------50,600
Paris ------------15,050
Plainview --------------15,325
Port Arthur --------------66,607
San Antonio ------------ 433,361
Seguin ----------------1,100
Sherman --------55,884
Snyder - ---------------2,500
Sweetwater -----------8,545
Texarkana --------------22,255
Tyler -----------------------57,336
Wa co ------------------------57,840
Wichita Falls ----------23,403
TOTAL ----------------- 4,078,247

s

12,380
43,309
102,873
18,525
6,138
5,050
139,880
708,293
6,111
975
650
194,301
455,880
15,063
1,050
1,533
3,350
495,064
5,650
1,000
925
11,505
64,937
11,095
42,617
7,755
300
4,150
9,745
1,500
37,646
385,089
2,000
16,703
0
3,890
3,900
42,968
239,920
22,658
$3,126,378

April, 1945

Number - - - Liabilities• - - - - - - - - 
Assets• - - - - - - - - - - - 
Average Liabilities per
Failure
•Ja

t .. OUNDdt.

Non : From O.a an• Brad1treet. loe .

April, 1944

March, 1945

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
$7
$12

0

0

$3.5

$

4,065
187,538
157,391
86,810
8,938
0
1,505,528
623,383
30,074
5,404
26,125
26,640
567,896
45,962
5,750
21,152
26,150
5,076,803
1,000
0
28130
15,320
113,019
34,856
18,978
12,570
1,085
4,850
34,150
25,190
33,035
470,787
4,244
14.949
0
11,075
83,020
98,675
68,433
48,599
$10,097,698

Non.: Compiled from report• from T cxu chambeu of commerce to the Bureau
of Bu11oe11 Rc1earch.

PEJ3.CENTAGE CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION
OF ELECTRIC POWER
April, 1945
from
Apri l, 1944

TEXAS COMMERQAL FAILURES

M arch , 19<15

April, 1944

April, 1945

Abilene -----------------S
Austin ---------Beaumont ______
Big Spring ------Brownsville - - - - - Coleman ---------Corpus Christi ----Dallas ------------Denison ---------------Denton -----------Edinburg --------El Pa5o - - - - - Fort Worth -------Galveston - - - - - - Gladewater --------Graham ---------------Harlingen -------------

Commercial ---------------
I ndu strial ------------------
Residential ----------------
All Others ------------------------TOTAL -----------------------------

+ 16.6
+21.8
+ 15.7

- 11.1

+ 13.5

April, 1945
fr om
Ma rch, 19-15

+
+
+

+
+

6.1
0.1
0.0
6.0
2.1

R~::~:~~d from reports of 9 elec tric power compn ni ca to th o Burcn u of Dueincsa
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TEXAS CHARTERS

CEMENT

April, 194S

(In Thousands of Barrels)
March, 19<15

March, 1944

Feb., 19<15

Texas Plants
465
456
Production -------------------
576
497
549
Shipments -----------------
598
1,018
1,032
Stocks ---------------
997
United States:
5,371
6,139
Production - - - - - - - - 6,398
4,574
6,225
Shipments ------------ 6,988
22,164
24,987
Stocks ------------------- 21,581
29.0%
29.0%
Capacity Operated ---------
31.0%
NoTE: From U .S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Minet.

Domestic Corporations:
Capitalization• ------------------~--------- $888
Number --------------------------- 79
Oassifrcation of new corporations:
3
Banking-Finance -------------------
Manufacturing -----------~------ 15
Merchandising ---------------- 16
4
Oil -----------------------
Public Service --------------- 29
6
Real Estate Building -----------
4
Transportation -------------
2
All Others --------------------------
Number capitalized at less than
$5,000 -------------------------------- 27
Number capitalized at $100,000 or
more ---------------------- ---------
2
Foreign Corporations
(Number) ------------------------------- 29

April, 1944

March, 1945

$976
62

$1,296
81

2
6

3
3
9
1
27

6
5
28
8
12
9
2
11

14

32

2

4

28

24

11

•Jn thousands.
NoTE: Compiled from recorde of the Secretary of State.
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